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ABSTRACT

The Master Thesis at hand aims at conceptually describing how the entirety of responsibilities, decisions, activities and underlying process is to be organized, requiring to coherently
govern that set to ultimately facilitate the successful setup of e-voting events.
Starting point is an, in the meanwhile suspended, initiative that has been taken within
the Belgian Federal Government. Potential threats and risks that would have (and have)
endangered the success of the e-voting project are examined, accompanied by an elaboration
on who should take on the responsibility for an e-voting project. Similarly, it is investigated
how other countries have coped with getting e-voting projects off the ground, and what is
to be learnt from them.
The elaboration within the thesis reveals that setting up e-voting events implies a vast
amount of issues that all have their implications for the ultimate success. Merely focussing
on the technical enabling of e-voting is perceived as insufficient and narrow-minded.
The thesis brings along a governance model that takes care of all the aspects, eventually
leading to a coherently governed unit of responsibility, the so-called E-Voting Domain
(EVD). It takes care of providing the service of organizing e-voting solutions to interested
clients.
The setting up of such a service supplier is facilitated by a business architecture which is
inspired by the way of thinking of [1] and roughly comprises the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pose the existence of the EVD and appoint a suitable domain owner.
Identify the context from which the EVD derives its reason for existence.
Define the set of propositions the EVD is willing to supply.
Choose and contract subcontractors to realize the propositions.
Specify the underlying processes that organize its realization.
Implement and run the business.
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Life is a series of experiences, each one of which makes us bigger, even though sometimes it is hard to
realize this. For the world was built to develop character, and we must learn that the setbacks and
grieves which we endure help us in our marching onward.
— Henry Ford.
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DEFINITIONS

agency: A separate and rather autonomous unit within the governmental administration
having its own policy, management and budget, mostly falling under a ministerial
responsibility.
auditor: A person, internal or external, responsible for assessing the condition, reliability
and security of the e-voting solution.
authentication: The process of validating and confirming the identity of a user.
bafo: An offer containing the final pricing and deliverables, based on the outcome of
negotiations.
candidate: A voting alternative consisting of a person and/or a group of persons and/or
a political party.
compulsory voting: Property of an electoral system requiring eligible voters to attend
and enrol at a particular election.
constituency: A division of voters based on e.g. geographical location, electing a
representative for their area (syn. electoral district).
domain: Unit of governance, based on an outlined set of responsibilities, information,
resources and/or systems.
contract: A formal and legally-binding agreement between two parties stating a business relation in which terms and conditions are specified to which either of the two
oblige themselves.
digital divide: Expression to describe the socio-economic gap between those who have
access to services of the information society and those who have not.
e-government: Use of information technologies to exchange information and services
with citizens, businesses and other arms of government.
e-voting: Sometimes referred to as Internet voting or remote e-voting. Typically unsupervised, location-independent election channel allowing voters to cast their vote
from electronic devices. These devices include, amongst others, mobile devices (GSM,
PDA, etc.), digital TV, game machines or, more obvious, personal computers (via web
applications, e-mail, and so on).
family voting: Kind of electoral fraud in which family or group members take part in
or influence the vote casting of another member.
intake list: A questionnaire on which a client specifies its wishes and needs.
interaction centre: Institution to turn to in case of problems, complaints, information enquiry or other questions, by multiple channels (like by phone, e-mail, web
form, fax, or even personal contact), which tries to adequately address these issues.
management contract: An agreement between a domain and its subdomains, defining their operational control. Therein it is stated under which rules and policies a
subdomain takes on part of the responsibility of the superdomain.
market requirements document: Document summarizing the target market, target
customers, business needs and requirements of a specific market, determining what
benefits and features new products (or adaptations of existing ones) must have to be
successful.
observer: Any person that is interested in watching over an election.

xi

offer: A formal but non-legally-binding expression indicating to deliver a certain product
at certain conditions and price.
political party: An organization of people with the same political beliefs and aims,
for which voters may vote in an election.
poll: Usually non-legally-binding surveys on a particular matter.
product requirements document: A high level description of the functional solution, intended use and the set of features it provides, addressing and satisfying
business needs.
proposer: A user (i.e. an individual, a group, entities such as political parties or an
authority) nominating a candidate.
referendum: A direct vote by voters on an issue of public policy.
service contract: An agreement between two service partners, defining the operational exchange of services. Therein it is stated under which conditions services are
supplied and/or received and what will be done in case of not living up to it.
supervisor: A person authorised to observe and watch over an election for its legitimacy.
virtual polling station: Electoral authorities that are in charge for ensuring the
legitimacy and concluding of a remote electronic election.
vote buying: Kind of electoral fraud, in which a voter is coerced to vote on another
candidate/party than the intended one.
voter: A person who is entitled to cast a vote in a particular election, i.e. is eligible.
voting alternative: An entity to be elected by a voter, like candidates or voting
options.
voting credentials: A piece of information that states the eligibility of a voter to take
part in a particular election.
voting indicator: An information source in which voting alternatives are compared
to the voter’s points of view and preferences.
voting option: A voting alternative, representing a choice or statement amongst others
on which a voter may utter its preference (usually choices in a poll or referendum).
voting party: Kind of electoral fraud, in which voters vote for a particular party as
influenced by a certain group compulsion.
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S

AM
BAFO
BiZa
BPEL
BPM
BuZa
CM
COTS
eID
EM
EVD
EvM
Fedict
FM
FOD
IM
LA
MRD
OP
PD
PIM
PIN
PKI
PM
PRD
PrM
RIES
SD
SLA
SM
VPS
XML

Account Management Domain
Best And Final Offer
FOD Binnenlandse Zaken, the Belgian Ministry of Internal Affairs
Business Process Execution Language
Business Process Management
FOD Buitenlandse Zaken, the Belgian Ministry of External Affairs
Contract Management Domain
Commercial off-the-shelf
Electronic identity card
Election Management Domain
E-Voting Domain
Evaluation Management Domain
FOD Informatie- en Communicatietechnologie, the Belgian Federal Civil
Service for Information and Communication Technology
Financial Management Domain
Federale Overheidsdienst, a Belgian Federal Civil Service
Information Services Domain
Legal Affairs Domain
Market Requirements Document
Operations Domain
Product Development Domain
Product Information Management Domain
Personal Identification Number
Public Key Infrastructure
Product Management Domain
Product Requirements Document
Presentation Management Domain
Rijnland Internet Election System
Service Desk Domain
Service Level Agreement
Systems Management Domain
Virtual Polling Station
Extensible Markup Language
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the Internet has become an omnipresent and a wide-spread medium
affecting various parts of our daily environment. One cannot imagine an aspect of it or it is
in some way related to the Internet, directly or indirectly, and the user seems willing to
let it happen. More so, lots of users are open-minded towards new possibilities and even
demand them.
It is therefore not astonishing that lots of enterprises and institutions seek to create new
ways of interaction with their customers and thereby try to set new standards all the way.
From an administration perspective, the urge to adapt governmental businesses according
to these trends have been eminent in a lot of European countries. Lots of initiatives on
different aspects have been taken, ranging from just enabling online tax declarations
towards a more integrated e-government solution in total.
Among these approaches is the ambition to offer eligible citizens the possibility of remote
e-voting, for which a vast amount of reasons is often brought to the fore. In countries
with non-compulsory voting it is often hoped to raise participation rates, some hope for
decreasing costs on the long run and increasing efficiency in the election process, others
simply want to ease the way voters cast a vote.
Realizing e-voting however, asks for considerable efforts in research as to be able to
guarantee that remote e-voting fulfills the same standards as traditional elections by paper.
And it has to at least, as not to excavate the democratic election process that probably has
been established and well-founded during decades.
The present Master Thesis is conducted at the FOD Informatie- en Communicatietechnologie (Fedict), the Belgian Federal Civil Service for Information and Communication
Technology, which currently examines the possibility for introducing e-voting on federal
level, to ultimately support general elections by providing remote e-voting as an alternative
voting means.
Naturally, a vast amount of implications come into play when providing for electronically
supported elections, ranging from political constraints, over getting things adequately
managed, up to mere technical feasibility. As such, the graduation project more focusses
on business implications and to some extent tries to bridge the gap between these business
needs and the underlying technical requirements.
In accompanying the project at Fedict, insights on the necessities and requirements for
e-voting are obtained and, in taking care of the weaknesses in the current approach,
translated into a conceptual model illustrating how these responsibilities and activities
are to be coherently governed. Coherent governance in that sense, as that for the success
of setting up a similar project, not just specific aspects of it are to be considered, but the
entirety of aspects that in someway influence and determine the success. These have to be
anticipated for and, in getting grip on them, to be coherently governed.
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Hence the title of the topic, Conceptual Study on E-voting in Belgium – The importance of
coherent governance .
Before the actual elucidation on the subject, section 1.1 amplifies on the motivation of the
author’s decision to actually perform a graduation project on the above topic, whereas
section 1.2 acquaints the reader with some prerequisite knowledge on the actual matter
and the organization the thesis is performed at.
Section 1.3 dwells upon the goals that the author pursues in the scope of his graduation
project and, finally, section 1.4 gives an overview on the structure of the present document.

1.1 motivation
Like with many such IT projects, one is quite often tempted to just tackle the problems
from a rather technical perspective. The mere enabling however, may not necessarily be
sufficient for the ultimate success of e-voting and that is what it at least has to be. Success
does depend on a whole array of aspects and issues, amongst which the technical enabling
is certainly just one.
As e-voting is certainly more than just that, considerable efforts need also to be invested in
organizing for all involved stakeholders, their concerns, ensuing processes, applicable rules
and laws, which should ultimately be reflected in the suitable allocation of roles, ownership
and responsibilities. One way to get a grip on them all, is to describe and organize them in
the scope of a business architecture.
Typically, even before actually coming up with a technical architecture, it is almost a
necessity to capture the above aspects in a business architecture to gather a view on the
surrounding context, how e-voting relates to it and which should also prescribe a way on
how to actually govern these aspects. It explicates the way business is to be organized and
governed, which markets it will address and how business may be supported by relevant
service suppliers in its context. Thereafter, it is possible to derive technically-oriented
architectures which will have taken relevant issues into account.
Though e-voting may have been (and certainly will be in the future) subject to various
kinds of studies of either entire systems or just of particular aspects, and though e-voting
is already deployed in a handful countries as valid election means, only few have yet
approached the subject of e-voting by first elaborating on the corresponding business
architecture.
Also, as tackling the problem of e-voting from a mere technical point of view is not only
narrow-minded but also fails to perceive the aforementioned issues, it is worthwhile to
dedicate a thesis on the study of that subject.

1.2 position in the field
Before actually starting with the elaboration on the graduation topic, is worthwhile to
shortly present what the project is about and in which frame it has been performed.
Therefore, a short description about the organization in which graduation has taken place
is given, after which their project initiative is briefly highlighted. To familiarize the reader
with the topic of e-voting, a clarification thereon is presented in the last section.
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1.2 position in the field

1.2.1 Fedict
As already mentioned in the introductory paragraph, the Master Project, of which this
thesis at hand is the final result, is conducted at Fedict in Brussels. In acquainting the
reader with Fedict’s role within the public administration, it is worthwhile to have a closer
look on its responsibilities.
Within the Belgian Federal Government, Fedict is one of the four horizontal public services
and responsible for defining and implementing its e-government strategy. As such, it has
a directing, stimulating, coordinating and facilitating function within the federal administration concerning e-government and hence its constituent departments. Nonetheless,
each department itself is responsible on how to implement these strategies, but may be
supported by Fedict. Also, Fedict is in charge of specifying standards and architecture for
e-government projects and services that cover different public services. [2]
With e-government, it should be made possible to realize one virtual and electronic government, which nevertheless respects the responsibilities of its constituent institutions. That
however means that the corresponding back-offices need to be integrated and that policies,
standards and definitions need to be harmonized or specified first.
In the context of e-government, some main projects have been initiated and directed by
Fedict such as e.g. the portal website (www.belgium.be), the Electronic identity card (eID),
tax-on-web, etc.
1.2.2 E-voting project
In the final quarter of 2005, the Minister for Employment and Computerization of the
State, Peter Vanvelthoven, has launched an initiative with the aim of enabling remote
electronic voting on federal level in Belgium. It should allow eligible citizens to take part
in parliamentary elections (both Chamber of Representatives and Senate) via either the
conventional manner or by remote e-voting. Fedict, as the responsible public service, was
entrusted with carrying out that project, which is mainly scheduled for the year 2006 and
the beginning of 2007, taking the approaching federal elections into account1 . [3] [4]
Within the project, a proof of concept for e-voting had to be developed and evaluated
according to different points of view. The developed prototype would have been applied
in one of the upcoming elections as a matter of real usage testing. The results of the
evaluation were to be used to further the political debate, eventually leading to Belgianwide deployment in the long term.
As such, Fedict was occupied with directing the entire project but is, due to its function,
not directly responsible for the implementation of the e-voting solution which is left to
third parties. Though, on behalf of the federal administration, it will enunciate the overall
guidelines and relevant requirements to which the e-voting solution must adhere.
However, due to mainly political reasons, the project as suggested above has been suspended, but in the meanwhile restarted with slightly adapted objectives and stakeholders. A
description of the intended project at Fedict along with the reasons for its suspension is
presented in chapter 2.
1 The next federal parliamentary elections are being held mid 2007.
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1.2.3 E-voting
Before going into more detail on the graduation subject, the reader should first be acquainted with the elementary matter of electronic voting. The chapter aims at making
the term e-voting explicit, to provide a common understanding such that confusion about
terminology is avoided. It aims at clarifying what e-voting is about, especially for the
intentions of the Belgian federal administration.
The definition that is commonly applied when referring to electronic voting, describes in fact
any election in which electronic devices are used. Such devices are manifold in kind and
include simple voting machines, PC’s, telephones, mobile devices such as GSM’s or PDA’s.
Even devices that one does not immediately think of, like digital TV’s, game computers,
ATM’s and so on, are also perceivable.
Evidently, the provided definition yields a broad spectrum on where e-voting is applicable,
which is often classified into the following locations:
poll-site: Designated central polling station under the supervision of electoral authorities; Authentication is to be performed by the election staff, after which the voter casts
his vote with the corresponding e-voting means.
kiosk: Designated polling place in common and popular places often (but not necessarily)
supervised by electoral authorities; Authentication and vote casting is performed
with the help of the e-voting means.
remotely: Location-independent way of polling, anywhere where the voter is able to
use the designated e-voting means; clearly not supervised by any election official.
Within the scope of the Master Thesis, the meaning of e-voting sticks to the definition of
remote electronic voting.
Starting point for Fedict, and applied in preliminary scenarios in this report, is that of
Internet voting via PC’s in addition to conventional election means (paper ballot and
poll-site dependent voting machines). In later scenarios, the scope is extended to other
electronic voting means as well.

1.3 objectives

The main goal of this Master Thesis is to conceptually describe how the entirety of
responsibilities, decisions, activities and underlying process is to be organized, requiring to
coherently govern that set to ultimately facilitate the successful setup of e-voting events. It
is the aim of this thesis to catch and describe these notions in a kind of business architecture,
inspired by the way of thinking of [1]. That business architecture could eventually facilitate
the setting up of a service supplier, having the ambition become the primary service
provider for all Belgian administrations and organizations to successfully organizing
remote electronic voting events.
Before actually elaborating on the business architecture however, it is worthwhile to have a
closer look on the present situation, current responsibilities and factors that may potentially
impede the successful introduction of e-voting in Belgium. This includes an examination
on the actual structure within the Belgian public body and the way things are organized to
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1.4 structure of the document

get such a project started. Accordingly, the analysis hints on what eventually is required to
support e-voting, prior to its realization and once it is set up.
Interesting for Fedict, the analysis part comes up with a short excursion on how far e-voting
is perceived as being part of e-government strategies in countries that perform well in
either of these two and, furthermore, what the Belgian administration can learn from their
experiences.
In designing the conceptual model, it is stringent to define the area of responsibility first,
after which it is to be circumscribed what added value it will deliver to its context. To be
able to do so, the context has to be thoroughly examined and stakeholders that are likely
to be involved in realizing e-voting have to be identified. Likewise, other phenomena that
have direct or indirect influences, should be addressed such that they can be anticipated
for as well.
When being aware of the context, it is to be explicated what services are provided to the
stakeholders and, in decomposing the services into preferably standardized subservices,
which services are eventually to be subcontracted to internal or external suppliers. In
having an overview on which services play a role, the responsibility has to be hierarchically
delegated, as the entirety of activities and responsibilities may be too complex to be
governed on one sole level or as it is strived for having generic and reusable units of
responsibilities.
Therefore, the responsibility of organizing an e-voting event is to be decomposed into
more governable responsibilities, after which the relationships between them are to be
made explicit. Only then it is possible to describe the underlying processes, which in their
entirety and in their ensemble contribute to the fulfillment of the proposition of successfully
organizing e-voting events. The given process description may then serve as starting point
to come up with technical architectures at later stages, to finally provide in the business
needs.
Starting point for the conceptual study, is the initiative taken at the federal administration
and especially the initial project of Fedict. However, the frequency of federal elections
is rather low, making it difficult to gather experience and knowledge or to benefit from
efficiency gains. For the eventual success it might be necessary to be more ambitious and
involve other (potential) stakeholders, allowing for a wider scope than simply focussing on
organizing general elections for the federal administration, thereby increasing the frequency
of elections to be organized. In consecutively broadening the scope of responsibilities,
various stages that are conceivable in such a constellation are sketched and shown that the
provided concept is flexible and generic enough to facilitate either of them.

1.4 structure of the document

Following the objectives of the current Master Thesis, some distinct subjects are perceivable
which should in some way be reflected in the resulting structure of the thesis itself. For
better readability and comprehensibility, it has been chosen to divide the thesis into mainly
two parts, reflecting the actual course of the graduation project.
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1. the first part , discussed in chapter 2, comes up with an analysis of different
aspects that are involved in the setting of the current graduation project. Section 2.1
elaborates on the responsibilities of either electoral affairs and e-government within
the Belgian public body, both being relevant for realizing e-voting.
Section 2.2 gives an overview on the initiatives that have already been undertaken
to get e-voting off the ground. Therein more specifically the approach of Fedict is
sketched and examined for potential threats to the success of e-voting. Last but not
least in section 2.3, an outlook is ventured on a selected set of countries that are
in some way involved in e-voting. It is shortly highlighted in how far they practice
e-voting and, if so, what can be learnt from their experiences.
2. the second part of the thesis is dedicated to the conceptual study describing an
alternative approach on how to organize when realizing e-voting events. Chapter 3
elaborates on the notion of business domains and how it suits within the newly
presented approach. Subsequently, different stages of development for the corresponding e-voting domain are presented in section 3.1, followed by a thorough analysis
of the context in section 3.2, identifying the main stakeholders and services the domain is going to offer. Subsequently, in section 3.3, a decomposition of the e-voting
domain is established, in which part of its responsibilities are subcontracted to smaller
units. That elaboration is then accompanied by a description of services these on their
turn are going to supply.
In chapter 4, the actual process architecture is presented facilitating the earlier business domain description. By explaining the underlying concepts, it is subsequently
shown how inputs and outputs are to be specified (cf. section 4.1) and which BPM
principles the process descriptions adhere to (cf. section 4.2). By providing a glimpse
on future steps, section 4.3 shows how the given description may be translated to an
executable business specification language, whereas section 4.4 comes up with the set
of process descriptions.
Finally, in concluding the thesis, chapter 5 comes up with some summarizing remarks
along with some recommendations based on the elucidation of the thesis at hand.
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2

A N A LY S I S C U R R E N T S I T U AT I O N

Before turning over to the actual matter of the thesis, it is worthwhile to elaborate on the
present situation in somewhat greater detail. The current chapter aims at familiarizing the
reader with the Belgian situation, in more closely zooming in on the responsibilities that
are affected by e-voting. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively deal with the responsibilities
for either elections and e-government within the Belgian federal administration, whereas
section 2.2 gives a glimpse on initiatives that have been taken to get e-voting off the ground,
including a closer examination of the initiative taken at Fedict. Last but not least, section 2.3
comes up with an elucidation on a selected set of countries from which conclusions about
establishing e-voting are drawn.

2.1 responsibilities within the belgian public body

As diverse as the political landscape is within Belgium, reflected in its highly federal
structure, so diverse are the responsibilities on all different levels within the various
administrations. To understand some of the difficulties in getting a project on e-voting
started, it is worthwhile reflecting on who is responsible for what in the public body, when
realizing such a project is at stake.

2.1.1 Electoral affairs
Due to the complexity of the Belgian political system, elections to representative organs are
manifold and yields elections to the following institutions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

on
on
on
on

federal level: Federal and European Parliament
community level: Flemish and German-speaking Community Council1
regional level: Walloon and Brussels Capital Region Council2
local level: Provincial and municipal councils.

Generally speaking, in organizing general elections in Belgium, FOD Binnenlandse Zaken
(BiZa) holds the responsibility for mainly the following tasks:
• enforcing election legislation and regulations
• publishing election results
• general administrative preparation of elections (except for municipal and provincial
elections) in close cooperation with local administrations
• automated elections (voting machines)
1 Note that the French Community Council is indirectly elected
2 Note that the Flemish region and the Flemish community have opted to be represented by one common council
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The responsibility of preparing elections to municipal and provincial councils has recently
been delegated to the respective Regions. On behalf of BiZa, FOD Buitenlandse Zaken
(BuZa) is in charge for organizing and coordinating the elections for expatriate voters.
Also noteworthy to mention, are the electoral rules that also influence the ultimate e-voting
solution:
• Voting is compulsory, requiring a check whether a voter has indeed voted.
• Elections follow the democratic principles of direct, equal, free, secret and universal
suffrage, with all due consequences for e-voting as well.
• Exceptions granted to expatriate voters:
– Voting is non-compulsory
– Pre-election registration to determine voters
– Voting per mail
– Proxy voting3
Some of the exceptions have remarkable implications for the e-voting solution, though.
In allowing voting per mail, the actual election principles are weakened and issues like
forced voting, vote buying, vote secrecy or reliability are not adequately being resolved. If
e-voting is at least as good as voting per mail, the issues will not be adequately addressed
as well. Or, otherwise stated, one might argue that if voting per mail is already granted,
e-voting may as well be introduced, as e-voting is not likely to resolve these issues, either.
2.1.2 E-government
Another viewpoint in taking the responsibility for e-voting is that of perceiving the project
as a substantial matter of e-government. Like already shown in section 1.2.1, Fedict is
in charge of setting out e-government strategies for the federal administration, of which
e-voting may be seen as an integral part.
As such, Fedict has the competency to fit it within the federal e-government strategy, to
define policies and requirements on how to develop and use the e-voting solution or to add
it to the existing infrastructure. Not uninterestingly are Fedict’s intentions with regard to
e-society, in which it aims to e.g. diminish the digital divide. Nonetheless, the responsibility
for e-voting must ultimately be handed over to BiZa, due to the inherent responsibility of
BiZa for elections. As such, Fedict can only initiate and support.
However, in tackling the e-voting project from the e-government point of view, interesting
perspectives in gaining support for e-voting arise. On federal level, the voluntary Permanent
ICT Steering Committee exists, in which Fedict and other federal public services participate
and agree on ICT-related decisions. Therein, issues are coordinated, standardized or
(de-)centralized in consensual understanding. Likewise, it would be possible to initiate
cooperation on e-voting too, seeking for support in getting a project successfully off the
ground.
Furthermore, a cooperation agreement between Fedict, regional and community administrations concerning e-government exists which would lend itself to involve these administrations in an e-voting project as well. On the one hand, effort and resources of participants
3 In any case if desired; for valid reasons also granted to domestic voters.
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would be bundled and on the other hand, it might generate or enhance support for a
particular e-voting project as well.

2.2 project initiatives

Both, BiZa and Fedict, have investigated the possibility of introducing e-voting on their
own, the former based on the responsibility for organizing elections at federal level (which
they have, in fact), the latter being in charge of the e-government aspect of it. It raises the
question of to whom the responsibility for organizing e-voting is to be delegated, as both
consider it as part of their portfolio.
Even within the same government, evidently no unanimous attitude with regard to that
matter existed, for probably one of the following reasons:
• Political polarity within the same government, as both administrations are headed by
ministers of different political parties
• Political profiling, as the topic may score well among citizens
• Demonstrate capability of political acting
• Show that administration is able to provide for added value
• Urge to develop own solutions, as others are not perceived as theirs
Certainly, these items explain the competition within the Federal Government, but one
would expect that the different competencies therein represent and are in line to a common
strategy, which might haven been fixed in coalition agreements, prime minister’s directives,
consensus decisions and the like.

2.2.1 Fedict’s initiative
Like already stated in the introduction, the Minister for Employment and Computerization
of the State has taken the initiative in starting an e-voting project at Fedict. He even uttered
the wish of holding test elections at upcoming municipal elections, which brought criticism
from the part of the responsible Region, as they had not been consulted before [5]. Facing
these rejections, Fedict then chose for simulated test elections to not further whip up
political emotions in the discussion about responsibilities.
The main objective of these intentions was to develop a proof of concept, that mainly aimed
at modernizing the way elections are being held. Rather than seeking for new ways of
conducting elections (and the new opportunities a electronically supported solution would
potentially yield), it had to stick to existing electoral procedures and primarily focussed on
automating these.

Objectives

Afterwards, the proof of concept would have to be evaluated and judged by independent
research institutes, possibly accompanied by a test election to further examine whether
deployment is feasible. The process itself and the resulting conclusions were to enhance
and underpin the political debate, eventually leading to more concrete plans of the Federal
Government for a definitive solution.

Proof of concept
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Call for tenders

As such, Fedict was charged with the call for tenders for which it had to set up requirements for a proof of concept and for which it would have had the obligation to evaluate
and negotiate upcoming offers, whereafter it would initiate and coordinate the resulting
evaluation process. Prior to the actual start however, the call for tenders had been delayed
and finally suspended, mainly to political reasons on the one hand and missing consent of
Fedict’s finance inspector on the other.

Revival

In the meanwhile though, the project has been picked up again, albeit in a different setting.
Via the council of ministers, BiZa and Fedict have sought for cooperation in which both
initiatives are now merged. In general, it now aims at performing a feasibility study on
new generation election means irrespective of the technology to be used. Additionally, a
study on the impact of the Belgian situation is provided and, still, a prototype for remote
electronic voting is to be developed and evaluated.

2.2.2 Examination of Fedict’s project initiative
For the purpose of this thesis, the examination of e-voting projects sticks to the previously
mentioned initiative at Fedict, which will be more closely studied. Especially, possible
impediments for the success of the project are to be revealed, from which conclusions are
to be drawn for describing an alternative approach.
Politics

Due to the inherent interweaving of politics and underlying administration, the initiation
of projects and their subsequent course is highly determined by political affairs and all
too often undermined by a lack of continuity. Although reforms aimed at decoupling
politics from the respective administration by having an independent policy cell and
thereby granting the public service more autonomy, the actual realization turned out to
be different4 . Now, the policy cell still resides at the ministerial cabinet and policy for the
administration is still highly liable to politics.
Also, the designated e-voting project had to rely on decisions from the political level all
along its course which could have (and has) lead to the premature suspending of the project.
In generating enough support for an eventual project it may be necessary to convince a
vast majority of decision-makers in realizing e-voting.
Or otherwise, the voters should be convinced of the benefits of e-voting such that they
themselves ask for it, pressing their representatives to support e-voting. For persuading
political parties, it may be interesting to demonstrate that e-voting not necessarily leads to
a shift in election results in favour to another party.

Technical
perspective

Another impediment for the success of e-voting, is the mainly technical perspective with
which Fedict tackled the project. Requirements that have been included in the call for
tenders do mainly focus on the way the prototype has to look like, not taking much regard
of the effects of the eventual solution.
Also, no thorough investigation of the context has taken place, from which additional or
more specific requirements could have been obtained, making it much easier for involved
4 Copernicus plan (2000), cf. [6].
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stakeholders to identify themselves with the ultimate solution. That in fact, could have
lead to a broader acceptance if relevant stakeholders would have had a say at early stages,
eventually determining the success of e-voting. Furthermore, a thorough context analysis
would have shown possible impeding factors to the success of e-voting, which could have
been anticipated for in advance.
These shortcomings could possibly be overcome if the evaluation phase, that would have
taken place thereafter, would have provided for insights on this field, influencing the
definite solution at later stages. However, the evaluation phase itself is rather technically
oriented. In evaluating along tracks such as social impact, impact on privacy and anonymity,
jurisdiction and legality, one merely takes regard on the effects of the technical solution.
By considering tracks like technology, security, accessibility and user friendliness one only
focusses on the technical solution and its feasibility. But an evaluation on e.g. the impact
of what the e-voting solution signifies for the organization of an entire election is rather
lacking.
Though it is beneficial that the evaluation was designated to be performed at independent
research institutes and universities, which not only ensures a critical attitude and qualified
expertise on the matter, but also would have contributed in accepting the judgement. It
would have certainly been less, in case the evaluation would have been performed by the
public body itself.

2.3 e-voting countries

Last but note least, a glimpse on other countries is given and it is briefly described by
how far e-voting plays a role and to which extent specifics of that country have impact
on e-voting. And, beneficiary to Fedict, it is shown whether e-voting is included in the
respective e-government strategies. Following the elucidation thereon, some findings are
presented giving conclusions on what is to be learnt for the Belgian situation.
Countries that have pioneered in the field of e-voting, are e.g. Switzerland, Estonia and the
Netherlands which respectively score 17th, 19th and 12th on the e-government readiness
ranking of the United Nations [7]. Highly ready e-government countries that will be
considered, are Denmark, the United Kingdom and Canada, ranked 2nd, 4th and 8th,
respectively.
Like the following elucidation shows, e-voting is perceived as being technically feasible,
albeit that security considerations still obstruct wide-spread introduction. Those countries
that have yet conducted e-enabled elections (albeit as pilot projects) offer it as an additional
and optional election means to the already existing conventional voting. In most cases it
turned out to be necessary to adapt legislation or to create technical prerequisites (such as
harmonization of electoral registers, establishing a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), etc.).
As far as e-government is concerned, not all countries include e-voting in their strategies
whereas others do, albeit with some lower priority. As the small selection of countries
already shows, e-government efforts not necessarily include e-voting and e-voting projects
not necessarily presuppose a sophisticated e-government environment.
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2.3.1 Switzerland
Due to the relatively large amount and high frequency of elections, referenda and initiatives
as part of a highly direct democracy, the Swiss Federal Government seeks for ways to
further anticipate voters habits and make the walk to the polling box more convenient.
Among those is the examination of possibilities of remote electronic voting which should
further consolidate the success of postal voting (about two-third vote by mail) and increase
flexibility. For the Federal Government it is perceived as being part of their e-government
strategy, albeit with a lower priority. [8] [9]
With cooperation of the Federal Government, the canton administrations of Geneva,
Neuchâtel and Zurich have sought for ways of realizing e-voting since the beginning
of the 2000’s and by now, various valid canton-wide remote electronic elections and referenda have taken place. These projects are in their kind independent from each other,
emphasizing different aims such as facilitating different electoral systems (majoritarian and
proportional), employing differing technologies (like PC’s or GSM’s), preparing infrastructure (harmonization of local and decentral voter registers) and focussing on security-related
issues. [9]
The Federal Government ensures that eventually other cantons benefit from the results
of the other, without having the necessity to invest resources and efforts in finding out
themselves again. Though, it must be noted that each canton is fully responsible for
organizing even federal elections and due to the intrinsic federal nature of the political
system, no central solution is going to be set up. At least it has been suggested to introduce
a nation-wide unique identification number to ease cooperation on the long run. [9] [10]
One of the lessons to be learnt, is that e-voting is perceived as being just as secure as postal
voting (not resolving issues like family voting, vote buying, potential unreliability, etc.), that
e-voting results do not yield different results and that e-voting is highly accepted within
the Swiss population. It must however be noted that secret suffrage is not that prevalent as
it may be in other countries. Secret suffrage is not explicitly included in the constitution
and even in some traditional constituencies, voting is publicly done by hand. [9] [11]
At the time the thesis is written, evaluation on the results is under way which should
ultimately advise the Federal Government and parliament about subsequent steps. If
these lead to a favouring of e-voting, legislation would have to be adapted and voter
registers would further be harmonized, but not being realized before 2011. Thereafter,
definitive solutions would have to be developed, tested and installed such that nationwide
deployment is unlikely to be happen before the year 2013. [9] [12]

2.3.2 Estonia
Estonia is so far the only country that has hold nation-wide remote electronically enabled
elections, allowing it for the 2005’s municipal elections. Having only turnout rates of about
47%, only roughly 1% has taken part in the electronically supported election, though. [13]
Being a unitary state, the responsibility for elections is at the central government, which has
driven forth e-government to a large extent. Therein, Estonia has set up an eID infrastructure
which came also into play at the remote electronic election, due to its high penetration rates
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in the population. As such, e-voting has also been included in the Estonian e-government
strategy, anticipating the use of e-voting in general elections at later stages as well. [14]

2.3.3 The Netherlands
The Netherlands, already a precursor in the use of electronic voting machines, also knows
some efforts in developing suitable Internet voting systems. Worth mentioning is the use of
the Rijnland Internet Election System (RIES), which was employed during formal elections
to two water boards5 in the end of 2004, and the efforts of the Dutch government to employ
e-voting for expatriates at elections to the European Parliament in 2004.
The elections to the water boards were fully remotely (either per regular mail or by Internet)
and from the altogether 2,2 million eligible voters, some 18% cast a vote from which about
30% by Internet [15].
As these elections proved to be a success, RIES will be applied in the next elections in 2008
to the entirety of all water boards. [16]
Although not being included in the Dutch e-government strategy, but nevertheless taken
on to enhance current elections, were the aspirations of the Dutch government to make
it possible for expatriate citizens to take part in elections. Closely related to establishing
remote e-voting, is the experiment on another topic, namely realizing polling districtindependent voting6 .
2004’s election to the European Parliament was taken as motivation for experiments on
both topics and in 2006, further experiments on district-independent voting have been
performed during municipal elections. For the upcoming parliamentary elections in 2007,
further pilot projects are conducted on constituency independent elections as well as remote
e-voting for residents abroad. On the long run, Internet enabled elections are also to be
held within the Netherlands themselves. [17][18]

2.3.4 Denmark
One of the countries that score high on e-government readiness is that of Denmark
and although the Danish government does not mention e-voting in its e-government
strategy [19], some investigations concerning that matter have been performed. These
examinations however, mainly focus on how far e-voting may be used on local and semipublic level, such as for university councils, local church councils and so on [20].
According to the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation who is in charge of
e-government, general elections and referenda on national level are currently out of scope,
as the constitution prescribes secret elections in order to be valid. With current e-voting
technologies and policies, this could not yet be fulfilled.
5 namely, water boards Rijnland and De Dommel
6 Nowadays, voters are obliged to cast their vote at a specified constituency. First stage of the project was focussed
on constituency-independent elections within a community, whereas in a later stage it ought to be fully location
independent.
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2.3.5 United Kingdom
Since the early 2000’s, the British electoral authorities have sought for modernizing the
electoral systems with various approaches, amongst which is the investigation of e-voting
to keep pace with changes of the voter’s lifestyle. [21]
Although several pilot projects on mainly local level have yet taken place, nationwide
introduction of e-voting will not be before the end of 2006 [21]. In these pilot projects it has
been chosen to apply all kinds of different voting channels, such as e.g. per SMS, PC or
digital TV, mostly using solutions from commercial suppliers. On average, turnout rates
have been about 30% in all these pilots. [22]
It must be noted that secret suffrage in the UK may be broken, as law imposes to maintain
a link between a vote and its voter up to a certain time after an election, ensuring that the
latter may be traced in case of juridical justifications.

2.3.6 Canada
Being ranked 8th in the UN e-government readiness report, Canada also investigates
the possibilities of e-voting for general elections. Research however, has turned out that
while new technologies offer the opportunity to increase the accessibility and efficiency
of the Canada’s electoral process, issues on security, privacy and user acceptance are still
prevalent and inadequately being addressed yet. [23]
Nonetheless, in 2002 electoral authorities have commissioned a feasibility study on electronic registration, concluding that electronically supported registration is feasible, once
security issues have been resolved [24]. According to the electoral authorities, this initiative
is further pursued.
In the aftermath of recent general elections, public surveys have been conducted assessing
voter’s view on alternate means of registering and voting which yielded strong support for
electronically enabled registration but less for e-voting (about 50%), mainly due to concerns
about security.
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E-VOTING DOMAIN

In order to successfully set up e-voting events, the entire set of activities, decisions and
processes that are related to it need to be taken into account such that it is possible to
coherently govern them. To provide a graspable notion, this set is perceived as being the
responsibility of one unit of governance and will be called domain henceforth.
Such a domain is based on an outlined set of responsibilities, set of resources, information
and systems which is perceived to be governed in its entirety. Each such unit of governance
has a responsible domain owner, who is accountable for the domain’s results and who
sees to it that the domain sticks to its proposition. Within boundaries, the domain exhibits
a certain autonomy, giving it the freedom to position itself in its context and providing
added value to it. Constantly, decisions are taken by negotiating with its demanders and
suppliers about the ultimate service delivery, thereby characterizing the way the domain
functions.
The domain that will be investigated within the scope of this thesis to fulfill the proposition
of providing e-voting solutions, is further be addressed as the E-Voting Domain (EVD).
Although the responsibility for the EVD may not yet be clear, still sensible things can be said
about this domain, its governance and its constituent processes. To facilitate communication
of the domain’s reason for existence, it is useful to catch its identity in a kind of mission
statement. The domain owner uses it to highlight to its stakeholders what the domain can
mean to them, but also what it expects from persons within the domain itself.
Without having told much of its context, its mission can nevertheless be given as follows:
The E-Voting Domain supports its clients in successfully setting up remote e-voting events, ranging
from offering custom-made solutions to predefined ones.
Governing such a domain as a whole, monolithic entity so to say, may soon be too difficult
as the entirety of activities may become very complex. In such a case, a domain is to be
divided into smaller, meaningful and loosely-coupled subdomains, leaving governance for
responsible owners still feasible.
Like before, each subdomain will have its own proposition and domain owner, and may
even be given enough autonomy for entrepreneurship itself, within the rules of and
agreements with the superdomain, on which the subdomain will still be accountable.
Although each subdomain exhibits a rather restricted functionality, in ad hoc working
together with other domains, by supplying each other with services, the proposition of
the superdomain is ultimately fulfilled. Prerequisites for success, is the mutual respect for
autonomy and the mutual interest in a relationship.
Both should have confidence in a win-win situation and should each other permit its
eventual success. Nonetheless, each relation requires to make agreements explicit and the
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living up to it. Cooperation should eventually be facilitated by an adequate IT infrastructure,
in which e.g. transaction messages are rather web-based. Taking on a high degree of service
orientation, a Service-Oriented Architecture may further facilitate cooperation.
It makes sense to contract activities to specialist parties in the context wherever possible,
which may eventually leave the domain as a mere director of contracting relations, as it
may not have any core competencies left.
Not only between domains, but also between other parties within the context to which
services are supplied or from which services are taken, unambiguous agreements are
necessary for a healthy business. Therefore, it is stringent to explicitly state under which
conditions and assumptions services are provided, even when supplied internally. In that
respect internal domains are not treated differently from external ones.
Likewise, if an internal supplier does no longer fulfill the expectations, it may easily be
replaced by an external supplier when it holds the same propositions. Together with a
high degree of generality, the described business architecture should be flexible enough to
anticipate for changes in the context or for changes in the domain’s ambition.
Vice versa, the internal supplier may also be involved in different service networks in which
it may offer its services.
Stages of
development, cf.
section 3.1

As e-voting events may be very different in kind, serving almost every imaginable election
using electronic means, it makes sense to start with a surveyable constellation of clients
and products. Depending on the ambition of the EVD, its market and product gamma
can be gradually extended, allowing for different stages of development, which will be
sketched in section 3.1.
Starting point is the intention of the Belgian Federal Government to deploy e-voting for
parliamentary elections, which will be succeedingly expanded with other public administrations and organizations as clients as well, or with different technologies other than
Internet voting via PC’s.

Context, cf.
section 3.2

Before actually elaborating on how all activities and decisions are to be governed and how
the underlying processes should look like, it is important to analyse the context of the
EVD. Therein, important stakeholders are identified who, by their mere existence or their
activities, influence the functioning of the EVD. These are mainly parties that demand
particular services, but also service providers that are engaged to fulfill part of them, as
subservices may be delegated. Section 3.2 elucidates on the context of the EVD and shows
what their concern is to the domain’s functioning.

Decomposition,
cf. section 3.3

Irrespective of any scenario and anticipating evolving contexts, the EVD is to be divided
into smaller units of governance, as the entirety of involved activities is far too complex to be
governed as such. Each of these subdomains will be charged with part of the responsibility,
contributing with their activities to the overall proposition. Section 3.3 will elaborate in
some greater detail on the motivation of dividing the EVD into meaningful subdomains.
The decomposition already shows which services the respective domain is likely to provide,
together with those that it might subcontract to other parties. Depending on the aggregation
level of a service, it might be necessary to further split up a service into constituent
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subservices and source them to suitable suppliers. The description aims at showing each
service at an aggregation level that just fits within the scope of that particular domain.
From the discussion of chapter 4, it follows how each of the services is further drilled down
to smaller subservices and to whom these may be subcontracted. In subsequently drilling
down each service, one eventually reaches atomic activities that are easily executable.
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3.1 stages of development

As the reader may imagine, electronically supported elections are manifold in kind and
come along in different facets, allowing for various possible constellations in which e-voting
is conceivable. Irrespective of how ambitious the EVD will be, it is wise not to start with
a big bang scenario in which all kinds of e-voting solutions are offered to a vast array of
clients.
As an entry strategy, it is more likely that the EVD will succeed by first starting with a
basic setting with a limited product gamma and a major client. Starting point for the EVD
is the support of federal elections by electronic means, with the federal administration as
launching customer.
However, the frequency of elections to be organized is rather low which makes it difficult
to build up knowledge and experience, which would be necessary and beneficial for the
organization. The scale of operations remains too small to actually gain efficiency benefits,
ultimately requiring to either increase the frequency of such events or to perform other
activities that fits within the current responsibility description, as well.
Given the basic scenario as starting point, the EVD could evolve over time to expand its
activities to more ambitious scenarios, leading to the desired maturity. Ideally, if there were
no impeding influences on the domain and if it would have the freedom to flourish, the
EVD will pursue the following ambition:
Ambition

Ultimately, the E-Voting Domain strives for becoming the primary service provider for all Belgian
administrations and organizations for successfully organizing remote electronic voting events.
This ambition envisions what the domain will ultimately stand for, guiding decision-makers
within the EVD in their policy and showing in which direction the domains tends to evolve.
As it only represents a sketch of an ideal situation, it is mostly only possible to approximate
the ambition over time. Therefore, it makes sense to describe intermediary steps to which
the EVD should gradually evolve.
These intermediary steps are catched in a threesome of stages, each of which will be
discussed in the subsequent sections:
• Short-term: remote electronic election events for Belgian Federal Government, using
Internet voting via PC’s
• Medium-term: for other Belgian administrative governments or councils
• Long-term: for all kinds of organizations, applying different technologies

Change plan

When visualizing these stages, one could present it like shown in Figure 3.1, wherein
each plateau circumscribes a coherent set of objectives. The above stages are conceived as
intermediary plateaus to which the EVD evolves over time and, having reached it, runs its
business, after which transition takes place to a more ambitious plateau.
Likewise, with its strategic planning, the EVD establishes a change plan in which it
describes how it intends to evolve from plateau to plateau and demonstrates how it will
benefit from positioning itself therein.
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Ambition

Plateau 3
Plateau 2
Plateau 1
Time

Figure 3.1. Plateau planning of the E-Voting Domain

However, each plateau must be worthwhile as such, since there may be reasons not to
proceed to the next one. Necessarily, at each plateau the current achievements should be
evaluated and, if necessary, the change plan should be adjusted if initial assumptions have
changed, to finally reach the next stage of development and thereby approximating the
aforementioned ambition.

3.1.1 Short-term stage
As already stipulated in 2.1.1, the ownership of ordinary federal elections is within hands
of BiZa and, logically, this should also be the case for its electronic counterpart.
Therefore, for this scenario, in which the Federal Government will be the sole client, it
makes sense to accommodate the EVD within BiZa. Though unlikely to be set up as a
separate department, it will at least be a separate responsibility within one of the existing
departments that is currently responsible for organizing federal elections. BiZa should
appoint a responsible domain owner that takes care of EVD’s concerns within the frame of
the new setting, having enough autonomy to be accountable for creating added value. At
least he has to prove the domain’s reason for existence.
Although the government is the formal and thus paying client, the voters are the ultimate
consumers of the e-voting service, which will make the government accountable for the
success of it, either directly or indirectly. In referring to the ambition of the previous section,
it would be necessary to define in advance when setting up an election event is to be called
successful. Criteria for measuring success are manifold and could e.g. look like:
• E-voting solution is working (technically) properly (e.g. reaching certain availability
rates, certification, audit, etc.)
• Percentage of e-voters versus a pre-defined target
• High degree of user satisfaction (e.g. indicated by participation rates, amount of
issued complaints, explicit user feedback, etc.)
• No vote tampering has occurred
No matter which criterion (or combination of criteria) is used, it would require the prior
definition of a certain threshold, upon which the event is to be measured. Key question
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however is, who decides what and when such an event is to be called successful? In
case of the first scenario, it would certainly be the Federal Government or Council of
Ministers having the executive powers (and being the formal client of the project), leaving
its implementation to BiZa and the newly created responsibility.
As the question of such a sensitive matter is certainly to be passed by the House of
Representatives, the definition of success could be taken on in their respective decision
process too, forcing the EVD to live up to them.
However, irrespective of any criterium set by the authorities, the public opinion (as the
actual consumers of the service) may form its own criteria (well-founded or not), ultimately
determining the success of the election event as well.
Within this setting, the EVD itself will be accountable for success or failure, but as it is
accommodated at BiZa, some of the high-level accountability will come back to BiZa, too.
However, this might only increase their effort to support the EVD.
Nevertheless, the EVD should be granted enough autonomy to develop itself as a domain
and, depending on the prospects, to eventually take the transition step to the next stage of
development.
In sourcing activities to more adequate and specialized parties, some responsibilities of the
EVD may be delegated to Fedict, which is part of the discussion in section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Medium-term stage
A next step in the evolution of the EVD would be to extend the provision of e-voting events
to other public administrations that have to organize elections as well, in particular those
that are not to be set up by BiZa. As discussed in section 2.2, the question of responsibility
of the diverse public bodies in Belgium is very sensitive and subject of many discussions.
Leaving the EVD at BiZa like in the previous scenario might therefore be no good idea,
if other public administrations ought to be attracted as clients. It may deter them from
engaging the EVD, as it may be perceived as an attempt of the federal administration to
interfere with or to centralize their responsibilities.
The other public administrations might feel a lot more comfortable, if the EVD would
have the chance to evolve into a more agency-like organ, serving as a service centre
for and within the Belgian public body. Unlike the accommodation of the EVD at a
specific administration, the EVD would now be an independent unit with a high degree
of autonomy, being responsible for raising funds themselves. Nevertheless, it will still be
subsidiary of and reporting to a particular administration, as it is supposed to be within
scope of the ministerial responsibility, taking care of constitutional affairs.
However, the EVD as an agency would be more identifiable with the success or failure of a
certain project and, more importantly, as it is not within direct and full responsibility of a
particular administration, the EVD evenly guarantees the concerns of other administrations.
The EVD will do so, as it has to come up for its own business, and eventually generating
own incomes as well, having the obligation to steadily attract new clients.
Likewise for this scenario, the administration which the EVD reports to, will still be BiZa as
it is the sole administration that fulfills a kind of covering function in organizing elections,
when taking all Belgian administrations into account. When positioning the EVD as an
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agency, less political flavour remains, as it may eventually indeed be perceived as a domain
that not only acts autonomously, but also that fully takes care of each of the client’s
interests.
Nevertheless, good communications are required to persuade stakeholders of the potential
benefits of the EVD. For example, it should be clarified that all clients are equally treated,
or potential clients should be persuaded that working together with other administrations
leads to synergy effects as costs of acquisition may evenly be spread. At least the requirements for most of the elections are similar in kind, making it a spoiling of resources to
reinvent the wheel.
In the initial period, BiZa may even act as sponsor in providing the EVD with funds to get
businesses started, but it should be made transparent enough to other clients for which
aims it is spent. Ultimately, the EVD is supposed to generate profit on its own, the more
emphasizing its high degree of independence, eventually leading to a more ambitious stage
of development.

3.1.3 Long-term stage
In approximating the domain’s ambition, it makes sense to expand the EVD even further,
not merely restricting elections to official ones and not necessarily focussing on one
kind of technology. Involving other organizations comes along with a bunch of different
prerequisites and (probably less stringent) requirements, and by taking other technologies
into account as well, even enlarges the possible product gamma to be offered and the
potential market to be addressed.
In extending and diversifying the EVD’s business, it may feel the necessity to collaborate
more with potential partners. An election in which e.g. phone voting is dominantly required,
potentially increases the stake of phone companies. Other than demanding for particular
services to market-conform conditions like before, the EVD may choose to more narrowly
involve third parties as equal partners.
This could open the scope to organize the EVD as a joint venture in which other parties
are involved to fulfill the EVD’s proposition. As the EVD might as well serve the market
of organizing elections for the public administration, the latter will have an interest in
not fully commercialising the EVD’s business. In that case, it is likely that the public
administration keeps a large share in the activities of the newly formed joint venture to
ensure their concerns.
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3.2 context of the e-voting domain
The main reason for existence for any domain, and thus also for the EVD, is to be derived
from its context, showing the surroundings in which the domain operates. That however,
makes it necessary to thoroughly analyse the context first, before actually proceeding on
how the domain itself should be organized.
Such an analysis identifies the domain’s stakeholders and phenomena, that influence in
some way the domain’s functioning in fulfilling its mission. Being aware of them gives
the EVD the possibility to anticipate for and to take regard of their concern, when being
relevant. Like Figure 3.2 shows, a vast amount of parties do exist within the context of the
EVD, each potentially influencing it.

Auditors

Suppliers

Candidates

Owner of laws,
rules, standards

Poltical Parties

Voters

E-Voting Domain

Virtual Polling Station

Clients

Shareholders

Researchers

Media

Supervisors,
Observers

Figure 3.2. Context of the E-Voting Domain

Stakeholders

The following overview shortly presents by how far these parties are relevant for the EVD,
and why it should take them into account:
clients: The party that orders the organizing of an e-voting event. EVD offers them an
end-to-end organization of an e-enabled election event, corresponding to their needs
and wishes. It is their concern that this election is successfully conducted according
to some pre-defined criteria, using e-voting solutions ranging from pre-defined COTS
products to custom-made solutions. The EVD derives its main right of existence from
its (potential) clients that order services from it.
voters: The ultimate customers of the e-voting solution, which may potentially use it
to cast their vote. Their main concern is that their vote is registered as it has been
issued, and that e-voting is a convenient and easily usable voting channel. The EVD
on its turn defines part of its success with respect of the acceptance of its users, which
ensures, amongst other reasons, the continued existence of its business. Eventually,
voters may be distinguished as expatriate or domestic voters or according to other
grouping criteria (e.g. well or less versed users, visually impaired or not, etc.).
candidates: Entities to be elected at the election, interested in adequately being represented. They may use the e-voting solution as an additional platform to present
themselves and inform the voter about who they are and what they stand for and
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as such they have a prime interest in being elected comparatively more than their
competitors.
political parties: Entities to be elected at the election, also interested in adequately
being represented to the voters. They may use the e-voting solution as an additional
platform to present themselves and inform the voter about who they are and what
they stand for.
Via the political parties, the EVD may gain substantially public support for e-voting
but may also receive substantial political opposition depending on their point of view
concerning e-voting. They will certainly be interested in being elected comparatively
more than their competitors.
auditors: Parties that are in charge for examining whether the e-voting solution is
legitimate. Their major concern is to get sufficiently enough information and easy
access to the systems to be able to properly judge the legitimacy of the eventual
e-voting solution, requiring some degree of transparency. In return, the EVD gets the
testimony of the legitimacy of the e-voting solution.
supervisors, observers: Parties that monitor whether the e-election is legitimate.
Their prime interest is to be able to watch over the ongoing electoral process and
election conclusion, to assess the legitimacy of the e-enabled election. That eventually
requires access to log files and journals, but also the enabling of physical presence
in manual activities that are e.g. performed in tallying the votes. In return, the EVD
gets the testimony of the legitimacy of the election.
shareholders: Parties that own parts of the EVD, having a say in the matter, according
to their weight, concerning the way the EVD conducts its business. Their major
concern is to be informed about the business and its ongoing at the EVD, in e.g.
periodical evaluations, financial reports, explanation on strategy, information on
return etc. The EVD on its turn will be sponsored in its business and gain substantial
support.
researchers: Parties that take results and experience from an election as input for their
research work. Their concern is to obtain relevant information on the respective
election and e-voting channel. In return, the EVD may be provided with research
results to improve their service delivery towards other stakeholders. More specifically,
this group may further be split up as:
demographers: Obtain information about the demographic composition of voters
that have taken part in an e-enabled election. The EVD may obtain insights
on which group of voters are less represented and may take it on in future
campaigns.
analysts: Obtain information on the course of election, the use of the product,
user feedback and so on, to assess the e-voting solution. The EVD may get
information on points of improvement that may be taken care of for future
election events.
politics institutes: May be interested in getting information on how far an
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additional e-voting channel may influence politics. The politics institutes may
be helpful in mediating political contents to be provided by the EVD, or may
establish a representative comparison between voting alternatives in e.g. a voting
indicator.
media, press: Parties, that for their coverage, rely on firsthand data on the course and
outcome of an election, for which they need all kind of information. The EVD may
or may not benefit from the reporting, determining to some extent the acceptance
and hence success of its e-voting solution. May also be used for holding wide-spread
campaigns to encourage e-voting amongst its users.
suppliers: Parties that will take care of delivering part of the entire set of services that
are necessary to realize an e-voting event. For their respective business it may be
interesting to take part in such a project, and the EVD in turn, makes use of their
services in contracting out part of its activities to them as subcontractors. Suppliers
that may be involved could e.g. be software suppliers, hardware suppliers, hosting
providers, phone companies, interaction centres, translators, printers, logistics, etc.
virtual polling station: The party that use the e-voting solution to conduct an
election. Their main concern is to be able to properly execute and survey the election
to ensure its legitimacy and to receive all the information to fulfill their responsibility.
Depending on the setup, may or may not be part of the client. In having a Virtual
Polling Station (VPS), the EVD will be provided with the effective results of the
election.
owner of laws, rules, standards: Parties that have an interest that applicable
rules, laws and standards that potentially affect an e-voting solution, are lived up to.
For some of them, the client is the corresponding owner as he might be the one to
adopt a specific set of them to be applicable for the corresponding election.
In case the Federal Government is the client, election laws and rules are made compulsory, or the administration has the interest to propagate the use of e.g. open
standards. In other situations, some set of rules is just applicable by the mere nature
of the election to be held (like e.g. privacy or criminal laws, and so on). Possibly, the
EVD may have the opportunity to seek for an adaptation of rules or laws, depending
on who imposes them.
Certainly, the above elucidation on stakeholders only mentions a selection that the EVD
should take care of. When further zooming into the responsibility of the EVD, other
stakeholders will also come to the fore which are more relevant at that respective stage
and which will be mentioned there.
Also, the reader should note that not all stakeholders are equally likely to be involved at
all stages in which the EVD will gradually position itself, all depending on the services it
will then supply or receive.
Irrespective of any scenario, the context will evolve over time as current assumptions are
likely to change as well. Parties in the context might tend towards different interests and
hence concerns, making it necessary for the EVD to keep aware of those changes and adapt
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accordingly, in order to hold its own in the context and stay attractive as business partner.
Illustrating the relevance of each of the aforementioned stakeholders, it is worthwhile
to elaborate on possible services the EVD may supply to either of them. As the reader
might imagine, the suggested services will depend on the respective plateau (cf. section 3.1)
in which the EVD will evolve over time, whether or not they are applicable. Likewise,
the list does not pretend to be exhaustive, as one might easily extend the EVD’s product
gamma with additional services that are in someway related to e-voting or necessary for
the functioning for the EVD.
clients:
• Giving detailed information on products the EVD might potentially supply to
its context.
• Handing over an offer in which terms and conditions are stated to which the
EVD intends to supply its services.
• Handing over a legally binding contract in which the business relation between
client and the EVD is laid down.
• Ensuring that the requested for product is delivered and set up according to the
agreed upon contract.
• Giving insights on the operational performance of the EVD, the EVD might
periodically deliver Service Level Agreement (SLA) reports.
• Handing over evaluation reports, assessing the performance of the election event
and the product used therein.
• Giving lists of voters that have (or not) participated in a particular election,
mainly serving the purpose of identifying voters in compulsory elections.
• Handing over results of the vote tally, tabulated according to the needs of the
client (e.g. by constituency, by voting means, etc.).
• Handing over a list of voters that registered themselves for that particular
election. In case the Federal Government is the client, the demander will be the
diplomatic posts that will have to assess the eligibility of the registered voters
before handing over the lists to the respective municipalities.
• Accordingly, a list of all (or selected group of) voters may be handed over.
• Offering a way to establish voter material that is going to be handed over to the
respective voters.
• Taking care of establishing and handing over voter credentials, legitimating
eligible voters to take part in a particular election.
• Offering the possibility to accommodate for other e-voting systems.
• Offering additional facilities that are someway related to the organizing of evoting events, such as handing over smartcard readers, offering GSM contracts,
TV or Internet subscriptions and the like.
• Offering consultancy and advice to (potential) clients to get e-voting off the
ground.
• Offering the organization of publicity campaigns.
voters:
• Provide the possibility to propose or nominate for voting alternatives.
• Provide the possibility to register for a particular election. In case the Federal
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Government is the client, this possibility might only be granted to expatriate
voters.
Allowing to electronically cast a vote for a particular election in which the voter
is eligible, through one of the designated voting channels.
Giving support in case of problems with or questions on the use of the e-voting
solution.
Taking care of complaints in using the respective e-voting solution.
Providing information on the election (election rules, data, voting alternatives,
etc.) and on the product (user guide, background information, etc.) through
all different channels, such as web contents, newsletter subscription, reminder
service, web forum and so on.
Providing for a possibility to check the vote status, whether the voter’s choice
still need to be counted, has been counted or has been discarded (and for which
reason).
Providing a way of simulating a vote cast, in order to get acquainted with the
e-voting solution.
Offering the possibility of user training to get in touch with the e-voting solution
to be used.

candidates:
• Provide the possibility to propose or nominate for voting alternatives.
• Provide platform to present candidate’s point of view or information on the
candidate.
political parties:
• Provide the possibility to propose or nominate for voting alternatives.
• Provide platform to present party’s point of view or information on the party.
auditors:
• Handing over crucial information on the product (such as e.g. technical descriptions, source code, etc.) that show the working of the product and which lends
itself to be audited by the responsible parties.
supervisors, observers:
• Offering the possibility to monitor the electoral process.
• Offering logs and journals that should give a clue on the legitimacy of the
election (like an overview of transactions within the system, access activities to
the system, possible exceptions, etc.).
shareholders:
• Offering financial reports on the business of the EVD, providing insights on its
financial healthiness.
• Handing over evaluation reports on the business of the EVD, stating its performance against set out targets.
• Providing information and explanation to strategic objectives, the EVD is likely
to pursue.
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researchers:
• Handing over the results of a particular election, to the level of detail the
demander requires.
• Giving demographic information that has been gathered during the election
about the voters.
• Handing over user feedback on the election event and the products used,
gathered during the election.
media, press:
• Handing over results of the vote tally, tabulated according to the needs of the
demander (e.g. by constituency, by voting means, etc.).
• Providing news concerning activities of the EVD, and related matters.
virtual polling station:
• Providing a means to change the status of the election, such as prematurely
terminating it or suspending it for a certain period of time.
• Giving support in case of problems with or questions on the use of the e-voting
solution.
• Taking care of complaints in using the respective e-voting solution.
• At end of an election, the polling box may need to be handed over to allow for
tallying.
• Offering a way to reconcile votes from alternative voting channels.
• Offering the possibility to carry out the vote tallying.
• Offering user training and formation to get the electoral staff acquainted to use
the corresponding e-voting solution.
• Offering the possibility to monitor the electoral process.
• Offering the possibility to monitor the status of the e-voting systems.
The context mentions a VPS, which needs some additional explanation as it does not
yet exist as such. Especially for the first scenario but also for other elections, it might be
necessary to separate the organization from the actual scrutiny, leaving the responsibility
for the election tally in official hands (the client may require so, though).
In case the federal administration is the client, results from the e-election are to be handed
over to the respective constituencies as these are accumulated to those of the conventional
election. In decoupling the responsibility for vote tallying from the EVD, one may either
delegate that responsibility to each of the respective constituencies or one may centrally
accommodate it at the client itself. In the former, the electoral staff at the respective
constituencies will fetch the electronic votes from the e-voting solution and include it into
their total calculation, whereas in the latter, the votes are fetched and then forwarded to
the corresponding constituency.
In reason of efficiency, one may favour the central solution, as not every polling station
would require access to the electronic systems and less training of staff would be necessary.
In other scenarios, no separate polling station might be required leaving the activities of
concluding an election within scope of the EVD, which is anticipated for in the conceptual
model, too.
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At this stage, the EVD is still a black box, showing the provided services on a highly aggregated level. Once it is determined which services the domain is going to deliver, it is possible
to organize for it. Highly aggregated services are subsequently to be decomposed into
smaller, more seizable subservices. As this set of subservices is likely to be very extensive
and far too complex to be governed as a whole, it makes it necessary to subcontract the
responsibilities to internal or external suppliers, such that governance is possible.
However, subcontracting to internal suppliers, requires to organize the domain itself, i.e.
decomposing it into meaningful subdomains, which is discussed in the next section.
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Like the previous elucidation has shown, the provided services will have to be decomposed
into subsequently smaller subservices and orchestration processes, which in turn are
subcontracted to either internal or external service suppliers. For the organization of the
services it does not matter whether these are performed by internal or external suppliers,
as long as their contracting is clear enough. However, not only the services are to be
decomposed into subsequently smaller units, but also the EVD is subsequently be divided
into smaller subdomains, for some of the following reasons.
1. simplification of governance: On the one hand, one may strive for a simplification of governance, as the amount of resulting services will be far too large to be
managed on one level, making it necessary to delegate part of the responsibility and
thus to decompose the EVD into smaller and logically meaningful subdomains.
A domain owner does not need to govern all aspects of its domain in all detail, it
may as well just govern and direct its subcontractors which will eventually come up
with the desired results.
2. reusability: On the other hand, in defining domains that are generic enough to
not only be used in the current situation but in similar ones as well, it will play in on
reusability. Reuse in that way as that they can offer their services to other networks
as well, striving for the scale that fits well in their respective mission.
For the superdomain too, it has some benefits as that its subdomains are comparable
to similar domains, allowing to choose for the best subdomain for its own network.
Likewise, in describing reusable domains, it may be anticipated for organizing it in a
standard way (with e.g. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, use of specialists,
etc.), but also for outsourcing these activities to external parties.
Decomposition should therefore result in a loosely coupled and highly cohesive domain
structure in which each respective subdomain is granted a high amount of autonomy
within the rules of the respective superdomain. Likewise, a domain needs only to be aware
on the services that are provided by another domain, without knowing how these services
are realized. Therefore it is sufficient to make good agreements on what services are to be
delivered without bothering on how they are produced.
These services may further be drilled down up to a level in which it does no longer make
sense to split up into smaller units. Mainly this results in rather atomic activities that are
easily manageable, lending themselves to be defined by describing underlying processes in
separation.
Consequently, the responsibility for the entire set of services is becoming too complex,
requiring to map these services into meaningful groups yielding a division into smaller responsibilities. That division into responsibilities is supposed to be reflected in the
corresponding domain decomposition, as well.
The reader should note however, that the presented domain decomposition does not
necessarily represent the ultimate truth. Particular choices may be of subjective nature, but
by justifying them it should be made plausible why these are legitimate ones. In the end,
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it are the responsible domain owners that define how their domains will eventually look
like and in which responsibilities these need to be divided. They may take the suggestions
as advice for how to organize their domain, as the thesis already reflects on some of the
considerations to be taken into account.
Depending on the functionality, one may distinguish between a threefold of areas within
the EVD itself.
1. first, the most prominent party in terms of governance is the domain owner and
his staff, which set out policies and rules to which all internal parties adhere. It is
their obligation to monitor compliance and to direct constituent subdomains.
2. second, the functionality that takes care of the primary process, by seeing to it that
the domain’s mission is fulfilled in delivering services to external parties. As such, it
provides the core functionality of the domain.
3. last but not least, mainly internal service suppliers, that are in place to offer
facilitating and supporting services to the other domains.
Responsibilities

Accordingly, one may identify and map the responsibilities of the EVD onto each of the
aforementioned areas of functionality.
1. the governance level: Starting with the governance level, several responsibilities come along that are necessary for the functioning of the EVD. In it, the domain
owner and his staff define and outline the policy of the domain on different aspects
that are deemed relevant for guiding and determining its functioning. Mainly, this
comprises aspects such as overall market strategies, corporate ethics, HRM policies,
IT policies and the like.
Similarly, it circumscribes binding rules under which constituent subdomains may
take on part of the responsibility, also laid down in management contracts.
Such a management contract not only lays down rules for its subdomains, but also
arranges on how human and other resources are managed and on which and how
goals are to be achieved, it defines in fact the operational control of the respective
domains. Hence unlike service contracts, which define the operational exchange of
services being agreed upon between two service partners. Therein it is stated under
which conditions services are supplied and/or received and what will be done in
case of not living up to it. Managing and monitoring the compliance of both kinds of
contracts, may be taken on by a domain Contracting, which may eventually request to
execute audits to check for conformity.
Similarly, each of the subdomains will on their turn have a governance level as well, in
which the respective domain owner defines the policies and rules for his domain (and
possible subdomains), within the boundaries on the rules set by his superdomain.
2. the primary process:
a. account management domain: Within the primary process, one may
distinguish the more business-like activities in initiating a particular e-voting
event, like client-focussed responsibilities such as marketing, intake, contracting
and concluding a relation, or tasks of ensuring competitiveness within the
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market. This outlined set of client-related responsibilities will be taken care of by
the Account Management Domain (AM) and will be more thoroughly discussed
in section 3.3.1.
b. product development domain: Another set of responsibilities which is
part of the primary process are the activities of converting the business needs
into the respective products, like setting up the requirements, developing and
maintaining the actual product. These more technical aspects within the EVD
are delegated to the Product Development Domain (PD), which is more deeply
elaborated on in section 3.3.2.
c. operations domain: The third and last set of responsibilities within the
primary process for the scope of this thesis, are those of putting the actual
product into service such that its customers are able to use it. These activities are
mainly focussed in setting up the systems, preparing the election and related
information and ultimately the tasks that are involved when running the election
event and are accommodated in the Operations Domain (OP), which will be
treated in section 3.3.3.
3. facilitating processes: With the facilitating processes, one may distinguish the
more generic services being offered to other domains that do not directly contribute
to the primary process but keep it nevertheless running.
In taking care of all financial-related affairs, it has been chosen to delegate that
responsibility to the Financial Management Domain (FM), whereas for treating
matters of juridical importance, the Legal Affairs Domain (LA) is made responsible.
A glimpse on the former is given in section 3.3.4, on the latter in section 3.3.5.
Although various other supporting services exist as well, which contribute to the
functioning of the domain, but as these are rather generic, it has been chosen not to
include them in the current scope of the thesis.
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Figure 3.3. Hierarchic view of the E-Voting Domain
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Summarizing, Figure 3.3 provides a visualization of the decomposition of the EVD and
shows how its subdomains relate to each other.
In the sequel, these domains are more thoroughly discussed and, as the amount of activities
to be governed is still too complex, again further subdivided in more seizable (i.e. governable) subdomains. Therein, it is also elaborated on the services the domains are ultimately
going to deliver to their respective context. How these services are to be established is
further worked out in the corresponding sections of chapter 4.4.
Basically, the notation that is employed for describing the conceptual model is based on
the ArchiMate enterprise architecture language, which provides for a methodology of
creating integrated views of business, application and technical infrastructure layer as well
as underlying design rationales.
The ArchiMate notation, has on its turn been taken over from standards such as UML!
(UML!) and similar architecture tools, and distinguishes between behaviour, information
and structure concepts and relations in between. For the scope of the present report, only
part of these concepts have been adopted, mainly sticking to the business layer.
For an explanation on the graphical notation, cf. Appendix A, whereas for more information
on the ArchiMate methodology itself, the reader is referred to e.g. [25] and resources linked
therein.

3.3.1 Account Management Domain
As the introductory paragraph already mentions, the AM is set up as such as to cover
the more business prevailing areas of responsibilities like maintaining customer relations,
coordinating the organization of the election event and ensuring competitiveness of the
EVD.
Basically, the AM is to be perceived as the central pivoting point within the EVD, which
ought to ensure a competitive product mix and to take care of attracting and contracting
clients as fits with the EVD’s strategy. It takes care of all client contacts of the EVD and
makes sure the client is aware of the domain’s products. The AM accompanies the client
from its request for a product towards the full deployment of the solution and ensures that
the product is delivered in compliance of the agreed upon contract.
Before discussing which services the domain is going to provide, it is worthwhile to capture
the above responsibilities in a mission statement to which it ultimately adheres:
Mission

The Account Management Domain strives for attracting as many customers as complies with the
EVD’s strategy, ensuring full satisfaction of the client from the very beginning of a contact to the
actual service delivery and for taking care of a recurrent business relationship.

Services

Figure 3.4 shows the service relations which the AM maintains with its most important
stakeholder along with the services it is likely to provide (cf. section 4.4.1 for their specific
contents):
offering product information
providing offer
providing contract
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Figure 3.4. Service relations between the AM and its client

delivering product
offering sla reports
providing evaluation reports
offering (non-)participated voters
offering results

Given the description of AM’s responsibilities, the set of provided services and their
related activities are still far too course-grained to be governed on one level. It makes
it again necessary to decompose these services into smaller services and delegate their
responsibility to a more fine-grained level. Therefore it is chosen to subordinate the
following subdomains to the AM domain, over which the AM will maintain the directive
responsibility. The underlying rationale for this distinction will be given in the respective
sections:
• Contract Management Domain (CM)
• Product Management Domain (PM)
• Evaluation Management Domain (EvM)
Figure 3.5 presents how these subdomains fit within the hierarchy of the AM, showing the
division of power within the AM. Such a hierarchic view typically describes the position of
the domain within the overall organization which legally owns its assets and appoints the
domain owner.
Like before, the AM defines rules and policies for its subdomains on the governance level,
which are then to be followed up by the respective subdomains.
Account Management
Governance

Governance

Governance

Goverrnance

Contract Management

Product Management

Evaluation Management

Figure 3.5. Hierarchic view of the Account Management Domain

Eventually for the realizing of its services, the AM is likely to contract out part of them to
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internal or external suppliers. Therefore, it demands services that, when being properly
orchestrated, make up the service that AM offers to its context. The entirety of services it
offers and subcontracts to its service suppliers, is reflected in its service network as depicted
in Figure 3.6. Such a service network typically describes the position of the domain in its
demand and supply markets, both inside and outside the organization it is part of.
In that, the hierarchic view and the service network view present actually two different
views that are nonetheless essential to understand the position of the domain. Independent
of each other, these may change over time, favouring the use of separate representations.
On the one hand, a domain may be outsourced or privatized while keeping exactly the
same position in the service network, whereas on the other hand, the domain may change
its value propositions and thus its service network, without affecting its position in the
hierarchy.
The respective sections of chapter 4.4.1 more thoroughly describe how all the services are
actually realized by the underlying orchestration processes.
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Figure 3.6. Service network view of the Account Management Domain

3.3.1.1 Contract Management Domain
One distinct set of activities within the AM includes those activities that are related to
tying a business relation with a potential client. Based on the intake list, offers need to
be set up and negotiated and eventually contracts are to be established, to determine the
actual relationship. These contracts on their turn will have to be implemented, monitored
and finally concluded. As all these client-related activities are more or less dealing with
the corresponding contracts, it makes sense to have a separate domain, i.e. the CM, which
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will be in charge of all these activities.
Note, that these contracts must not be mixed up with contracts between service partners or
domains, which are to be managed and monitored at the respective governance levels of
the corresponding domains.
To justify its reason for existence, the CM adheres to mission statements like e.g.:
In establishing a business relation, the Contract Management Domain seeks for an optimal balance
of the client’s needs and wishes on the one hand and its capabilities on the other hand. Once the
business relation has been created, it provides ongoing management and monitoring of the provision
of services in line with the agreed upon terms and conditions.

Mission

Providing draft offer

Providing offer

Providing BAFO
Contract Management
Providing SLA
Account
Management

Providing draft
contract
Providing contract
Providing contract
handling
Providing contract
implementation
Providing contract
monitoring
Providing contract
conclusion
Providing SLA
reports

Figure 3.7. Service relations between the CM and its client

Figure 3.7 shows the service relations the CM ultimately maintains with its most important
stakeholder.
The services it is likely to offer may be summarized as follows (cf. section 4.4.2 for their
specific contents):
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing

draft offer
offer
bafo
sla
draft contract
contract
contract handling
contract implementation
contract monitoring
contract conclusion
sla reports

As the responsibilities delegated to the CM are perceived as easily governable on one level,
it is chosen not to further subdivide these responsibilities any more.
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Nevertheless, the CM will also receive services from suitable service suppliers, with which
the domain will finally realize the above services. Like before, the set of services the CM is
likely to offer and subcontract, is visualized in the services network given in Figure 3.8.
For a description on how theses services are realized by the underlying orchestration
processes, the reader is referred to the corresponding sections of chapter 4.4.2.
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Figure 3.8. Service network view of the Contract Management Domain

3.3.1.2 Product Management Domain
Another set of activities within the AM, is the responsibility of concentrating on marketrelated tasks, irrespective of any client contact or project phase. As is discussed below,
the activities that come into play are closely linked to each other, and are therefore
accommodated under the responsibility of the PM.
In carefully studying the market, the PM identifies new market opportunities deriving
needs for potential products with which the EVD is able to attract new clients. It thereby
seeks to ascertain a competitive and attractive product mix, with which the EVD tries to
persuade its clients of the added value to their business, constantly requiring to invent new,
or adapt existing, products.
The PM is aware of these business needs and is mainly responsible for summarizing and
translating them to technical requirements before the actual development is initiated and
thus functions as a sort of coupling point between the project initiation and its actual
development.
In another market-driven activity, the PM is in charge for marketing products but also for
communicating with the market, thereby seeking to attract (potential) clients. This could
include different ways of campaign strategies and techniques, all to show the beneficiary
value the EVD may have to the destined audience.
Summarizing, the following mission statement for the PM catches its position within its
context:
Mission

The Product Management Domain strives for being all-time aware of client’s needs and wishes but
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also of the EVD’s market. Accordingly, it will tune its product gamma as to ensure the domain’s
outstanding in its context.
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Contract
Management

Providing product
conclusion

Product Management

Providing solution
price specification
Providing MRD

Account
Management

Providing PRD
Providing product
order
Providing product
marketing

Figure 3.9. Service relations between the PM and its clients

The service relations the PM takes on with its stakeholders are presented in Figure 3.9,
along with the following services it may offer to them (cf. section 4.4.3 for their specific
contents):
offering adaptation price specification
providing product conclusion
providing solution price specification
providing mrd
providing prd
providing product order
providing product marketing

Here too, the responsibilities of the PM represent a logically consistent and self-contained
unit with a surveyable set of activities, which does not require any further subdivision.
The services it is likely to subcontract to other service suppliers in finally accomplishing
the aforementioned propositions are shown in the corresponding services network given
in Figure 3.10. Process descriptions on the set of services PM offers, are included in
chapter 4.4.3.
3.3.1.3 Evaluation Management Domain
Yet another different set of responsibilities that is relevant within the AM, are evaluating
activities in the aftermath of an election event. Evaluation of different aspects are important
to either the client, but also to the EVD itself.
For the former, to see whether the requested product has been delivered according to
agreed upon terms, for the latter to improve its functioning and supplied services. It sees
to it that the event is properly evaluated by assessing the product as well as the election,
taking regard of user feedback, the amount of support requests and complaints, the actual
participation rates and so on.
The establishing of the domain EvM is therefore to be favoured, as to delegate the responsibility of wrapping up and evaluating an election event that has been offered to the EVD’s
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Figure 3.10. Service network view of the Product Management Domain

client to one sole unit of governance. However, the end responsibility for the final reports
is still left at the AM.
The mission statement of the EvM would be of the kind like:
Mission

In concluding an election, the Evaluation Management Domain takes care of assessing the entire
election event, ranging from the performance of the product up to the perception of the actual election,
taking subjective and objective quantifications into regard.

Account
Management

Evaluation Management
Providing evaluation
results

Product
Management

Figure 3.11. Service relations between the EvM and its clients

Services

Figure 3.11 illustrates the service relations the EvM ultimately maintains with its most
important stakeholders.
The following service it is likely to offer (cf. section 4.4.4 for their specific contents):
providing evaluation results

Depending on the scale of activities, the responsibility may well be owned by the domain
owner of the AM, but it is easily conceivable that the activities may be extended to all kind
of evaluation tasks. As such, the EvM may as well orientate itself on the market to offer its
services to other service partners that have to evaluate similar projects.
Due to the scale, it is not useful to further subdivide the responsibilities of the EvM.
As evaluation requires a vast amount of different information sources, it has to rely on such
services offered by the respective suppliers. Figure 3.12 shows the corresponding services
network that contribute in the fulfilling of the EvM’s propositions.
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On how these are realized, the reader is referred to the respective process descriptions of
chapter 4.4.4.
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Figure 3.12. Service network view of the Evaluation Management Domain

3.3.2 Product Development Domain
Another set of activities that is to be distinguished within the EVD, is that of realizing
new products. For the current scope, it is perceived that these tasks are to be treated as a
separate responsibility. On the one hand, it is a rather self-contained area of activities that
is to be governed as such and on the other hand, it does not fit within the responsibilities
of any of the other domains.
Within the agreed upon engagements, the PD will basically take care on any product
development related activities such as building the product according to specifications
or ensure compliance by testing. It also sees to it that demands for a certain product or
product line are realized within the given time and budget. Furthermore, the PD maintains
the product database and provides technical information on the actual product gamma of
EVD.
Summarizing, the following mission statement best describes its position in the context:
The Product Development Domain accompanies the development of an asked for product, from
project initiation up to the very delivery of the product and ensures it is aligned to requirements,
time schedule and budget.
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Providing technical
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Figure 3.13. Service relations between the PD and its client

The service relations the PD maintains with its stakeholders is presented in Figure 3.13, in
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which the following services are offered (cf. section 4.4.5 for their specific contents):
providing development schedule
offering adaptation development schedule
offering product adaptation specification
providing technical specification
providing product development

As the core activities of the PD are perceived as rather project-based, it makes sense to
accommodate the more enduring activities into separate units of responsibility. Clearly, the
tasks that come along in maintaining and providing technical information require more
constant management and is therefore delegated to the Product Information Management
Domain (PIM). In such a domain decomposition the PIM is rather generic and may be
perceived as a highly reusable entity. Also, it may orientate itself towards different markets
and choose the scale of activities accordingly.
Correspondingly, the hierarchical relation between the PD and the PIM is given in Figure 3.14.
Product Development
Governance

Governance
Product Information
Management

Figure 3.14. Hierarchic view of the Product Development Domain

Conversely, Figure 3.15 comes up with the services network of the PD, showing the entirety
of services it may offer and the services it is likely to subcontract to its service suppliers.
Like before, the corresponding process descriptions are given in the respective sections of
chapter 4.4.5.
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Figure 3.15. Service network view of the Product Development Domain

Taking regard of the first plateau (cf. section 3.1) and the responsibilities of Fedict within
the Federal Government, it may be chosen to accommodate the PD, and the responsibilities
therein, at Fedict which would then be responsible for the technical enabling of e-voting.
Like in the description of Fedict’s original project initiative (cf. section 2.2), Fedict could be
in charge of issuing a call for tenders in which the respective suppliers are contracted to
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provide for the demanded products. Fedict then has the obligation to specify the technical
requirements like it did before and would ensure that the product is delivered accordingly.
It would easily be possible, as the relations between PD and other internal domains are
made explicit anyhow, making it no difference if the PD would be treated as an external
domain, eventually being accommodated at Fedict. Actually, the EVD does not need to
know how Fedict organizes for these responsibilities, describing what it will deliver is
already sufficient. However, for later plateaus extending the scope of the EVD, these
responsibilities should nonetheless be organized under the EVD itself, but leaving the
possibility for Fedict to take on the tasks in case of federal elections.
3.3.2.1 Product Information Management Domain
Within the PD, responsibilities are revealed that come into play when maintaining the
product database of the EVD, that have nothing to do with the current activities of
developing new products. To not mix up the responsibilities, rather than introducing
another level of governing, a subdomain PIM is invoked.
It takes care of activities that come along when managing the actual product gamma and
the corresponding core products of the EVD. The PIM tells whether an asked for product
is available, provides the product itself along with information about existing products,
and updates the database when new products are released.
Fitting with the above description of the responsibilities of the PIM, the following mission
statement is set out:
The Product Information Management Domain takes care on storing, maintaining and updating
product-related information, as well as the product itself, in accordance to the product gamma of the
EVD.
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Figure 3.16. Service relations between the PIM and its client

Figure 3.16 shows the service relations the PIM ultimately maintains with its most important
stakeholders, whereas the following overview summarizes the services it may eventually
offer (cf. section 4.4.6 for their specific contents):
notifying product availability
providing product details
providing audit information
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providing product data
providing product update

Although it is not necessary to further divide the PIM into smaller units of responsibilities,
one could opt for smoothen out the responsibilities in a different way. In the current
constellation, the PIM takes regard of managing product information as well as the more
specialized managing of product data, for which separate responsibilities may be set up.
1. The latter is perceived as to remain under the responsibility of the PD, because of its
inherent closeness to development activities.
2. The former however, might as well be accommodated under the responsibility of the
aforementioned PM, because of its potential relevance for the functioning of the AM.
After all, the account manager may act as director between the clients of the EVD on
the one hand and the PD on the other, having itself the greatest interest to provide
either of the two with correct and consistent information.
In fulfilling the above services, the PIM itself mainly takes care of its realization without
having the necessity to subcontract part of its responsibilities to other suppliers. A description on how the PIM actually realizes the aforementioned services is given in the respective
sections of chapters 4.4.6.

3.3.3 Operations Domain
As its name already suggests and as is argued in the introduction, the OP is responsible for
deploying a product from the EVD’s product gamma, triggering activities that finally lead
to an operational state of the election event. The tasks that come along in doing so, range
from installing the respective systems, over preparing the actual election, its holding, to its
final conclusion.
Summarizing, the OP sticks to the following mission:
Mission

The Operations Domain aims at bringing a product into service such that it is operational for use
by intended (eligible) users, ensure full operability during the designated election period and its
concluding.

Services

In being able to fulfill this mission, a vast amount of services are to be offered to relevant stakeholders. The service relations that the OP is likely to maintain are depicted in
Figure 3.17, whereas a summary of its services is given in the following overview (cf.
section 4.4.7 for their specific contents):
providing deployment schedule
offering adaptation deployment schedule
deploying product
providing sla reports
providing operations adjustment
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Figure 3.17. Service relations between the OP and its clients

Again, it is to be noticed that the processes and decisions that are related to offering these
services, are still highly aggregated and hence too complex to be handled on one sole level.
Therefore, it is again necessary to search for an adequate division into subdomains to better
govern all involved activities.
For reasons that are discussed at the respective sections, the following division of responsibilities within the OP has been adopted. Likewise, Figure 3.18 shows the hierarchical
relationships between each of these domains and its superdomain.
•
•
•
•
•

Systems Management Domain (SM)
Information Services Domain (IM)
Presentation Management Domain (PrM)
Service Desk Domain (SD)
Election Management Domain (EM)
Operations
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Governance

Governance

Goverrnance

Systems Management

Information Services

Presentation Management

Governance

Governance

Service Desk

Election Management

Figure 3.18. Hierarchic view of the Operations Domain

Here too, the OP realizes its services by subcontracting part of them to the above internal
service suppliers, but also to external ones. The entirety of services it offers and subcontracts
to its service suppliers, is reflected in its service network as depicted in Figure 3.19.
Again, the description of the underlying orchestration processes and activities is left for
discussion in the respective sections of chapter 4.4.7.
3.3.3.1 Systems Management Domain
Prior to any operational tasks, the actual product will first have to be set up, but even
thereafter, administrating activities are required to adjust and maintain the installed systems
during their operational state. To distinguish these tasks from the others, more different
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Figure 3.19. Service network view of the Operations Domain

ones, subdomain SM is created which will take care of all system-related activities during
the operational phase of the product.
In guiding its business, the SM will have a mission statement as e.g.
Mission

The Systems Management Domain sees to it that a designated product will be properly installed on
the respective host technologies and ready to be prepared for the actual election.
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Figure 3.20. Service relations between the SM and its client
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The service relations the SM takes on with its stakeholders is presented in Figure 3.20,
along with the following services it may offer to them (cf. section 4.4.8 for their specific
contents):
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing

systems installation
performance reports
operations adjustment
access data
contact details
status change

Here too, the responsibilities of the PM represent a logically consistent and self-contained
set of surveyable tasks, which does not necessarily need further subdivision.
The services it is likely to subcontract to other service suppliers in finally accomplishing
the aforementioned propositions are shown in the corresponding services network given
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in Figure 3.21. Process descriptions on the set of services SM offers, are included in
chapter 4.4.8.
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Figure 3.21. Service network view of the Systems Management Domain

3.3.3.2 Information Services Domain
To operate and ultimately hold the election at all, a vast amount of information from even a
greater amount of disparate sources is required. Depending on the election to be hold and
consequently the amount of sources involved, the activities in obtaining, mediating, aggregating, updating and maintaining that information might get quite laborious, justifying
a separate area of responsibility.
Also for those that require information, it makes sense to establish a single point of contact
at which most of the necessary information is concentrated, instead of leaving the obligation
to obtain that information at different providers themselves.
To facilitate information exchange and provision, it is therefore preferred to delegate that
responsibility to a domain IM, which takes care of the aforementioned tasks.
Irrespective of the scale of the eventual event, the IM is best described by the following
mission:
The Information Services Domain takes care of collecting relevant information for the event and
prepares them that the recipient is unaware of the disparity of its sources.
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Figure 3.22. Service relations between the IM and its client

The service relations the IM maintains with its stakeholders is presented in Figure 3.22, in
which the following services may be offered (cf. section 4.4.9 for their specific contents):
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providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing

information preparation
performance reports
operations adjustment
contact information
election information
product information

In fulfilling the above services, the IM relies on the services network as presented in
Figure 3.23, whereas a more thorough description of how it is done is given in the
respective sections of chapters 4.4.9.
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Figure 3.23. Service network view of the Information Services Domain

3.3.3.3 Presentation Management Domain
Though the responsibility for setting up the systems and providing necessary information
is organized, the responsibility for how these two domains, SM and IM, contribute to the
organization of the election event is not yet arranged. The SM may install the product,
but without the customer information it is of no great use to anybody. The IM will gather
the necessary information but without showing them to anybody, it will not be of great
importance either.
The responsibility of offering information through the ready-made systems is yet undefined
and will be delegated to a domain PrM. It is their task to transform the accumulated
information to be shown by the involved remote electronic voting technologies, each having
differing requirements and constraints on how this information is to be presented to the
ultimate customer. They will furthermore see to it that the presentation means adheres to
the agreed upon layouts.
Following the above description, it makes sense that the PrM sets the following mission
statement as directive for its acting:
Mission

The Presentation Management Domain sees to it that the user feels comfortable in using either of
the offered election means, that it receives all the information which is necessary and desirable for
taking part in the election event.
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Figure 3.24. Service relations between the PrM and its client

In being able to fulfill the domain’s mission, a vast amount of services are to be offered to
relevant stakeholders. The service relations that the PrM is likely to maintain are visualized
in Figure 3.24, whereas a summary of the most likely services is given in the following
overview (cf. section 4.4.10 for their specific contents):
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing

presentation
performance reports
operations adjustment
information update
user guide

Eventually for the realizing of its services, the PrM may contract out part of them to internal
or external suppliers, too. The entirety of services it offers and subcontracts to its service
suppliers, is reflected in the corresponding service network as depicted in Figure 3.25.
For a more detailed description on the underlying processes, the reader is referred to the
respective sections of chapter 4.4.10.
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Figure 3.25. Service network view of the Presentation Management Domain

3.3.3.4 Service Desk Domain
Another responsibility that has yet to be delegated, if it falls within the client’s scope, is
that of supporting customers in their use of the eventual solution. Handling all incoming
complaints and requests for support, as well as its escalating to responsible parties, is
perceived to be a separate responsibility within the OP as well. It serves as primary contact
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point to whomever needs support and thereby prevents them from searching among the
different addressees.
Given the above description of the SD’s responsibilities, the reader might imagine that the
domain is likely to stick to a mission statement of the kind:
Mission

The Service Desk Domain takes care of user’s problems and complaints and seeks to adequately
solving them, thereby finding a balance between what is within its power and satisfying the user.
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Figure 3.26. Service relations between the SD and its client
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Figure 3.26 illustrates the service relations the SD ultimately maintains with its most
important stakeholders, whereas the services it may offer to them are summarized as
follows (cf. section 4.4.11 for their specific contents):
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
providing
handling

service desk installation
performance reports
operations adjustment
support requests summary
complaints summary
contact details
support
complaints

Like in the previous paragraphs, the corresponding service network of the SD is illustrated
in Figure 3.27, in which all services are shown that the SD offers to its clients, along with
those that are subcontracted to internal and external suppliers to realize the corresponding propositions. Each of these services is discussed in somewhat greater detail in the
corresponding sections of chapter 4.4.11.
3.3.3.5 Election Management Domain
The reader may have noticed that the preceding domains, the SM, the IM, the PrM and the
SD are in their setup in fact generic enough to not only be used for organizing elections
but for being used in any other constellation in which the respective descriptions fit. That
is different with organizing the election itself, which represents yet another set of activities
that need in some way be dealt with.
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Figure 3.27. Service network view of the Service Desk Domain

It is chosen to delegate the responsibility of all election-related activities to a separate
domain, namely the EM. It is set up to take care of activities like preparing the actual
election such as determining eligible voters, entities to be elected or the constituencies.
Within their responsibility also falls the interaction with the customers in offering them to
register themselves for a particular election, allowing them to cast a vote, or checking their
vote status. Tasks in concluding the election are also delegated to the EM, e.g. in taking
care of the tally if no especially set up polling station is involved.
Eventually, the EM will be guided by a mission statement like:
The Election Management Domain is in place to fully organize the actual election, from its preparing,
over its holding, up to its final concluding.
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Figure 3.28. Service relations between the EM and its clients

Realizing EM’s mission, involves a vast amount of services which will be offered to the
corresponding service consumers. Similarly as before, Figure 3.28 gives an overview of the
service relations the EM potentially maintains with its stakeholders. Summarizing, the EM
could offer the following services (cf. section 4.4.12 for their specific contents):
offering election preparation
providing performance reports
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Services

e-voting domain

providing operations adjustment
providing polling box
offering registered voters
providing (non-)participated voters
providing results
providing demographic info
providing user feedback
offering nomination
offering registration
offering vote casting

In order to be able to realize and organize for these services, the EM will request part of the
services at the respective suppliers, for which additional relations are to be maintained. The
underlying service network which shows the services it offers and which it will eventually
consume, is given in Figure 3.29. Again, the discussion of the process descriptions are left
to the respective sections of chapter 4.4.12.
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Figure 3.29. Service network view of the Election Management Domain
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3.3.4 Financial Management Domain
One of the various facilitating services within the EVD, is that of handling financial affairs.
Due to its nature and functionality, it is one of the domains that serves as internal supplier
to the other domains.
Part of the responsibility may be tasks ranging from billing delivered services, raising
funds, to more general activities like e.g. accounting. Likewise, the essentiality of the FM is
best catched with a mission statement of the kind:
The Financial Management Domainfacilitates and supports domains in financial affairs.

Mission

Due to the inherent generic nature of this domain and constituent responsibilities, it has
been opted not to further focus on details of its setup. Like Figure 3.30 shows, the FM could
nevertheless potentially be devised into one of the following, mainly reusable, subdomains:
invoicing: Billing clients for having delivered particular services.
accounting: Recording, measuring, interpreting and communicating the results of
financial transactions within and of the EVD.
budget management: Taking care of budget related tasks, such as managing the
EVD’s budget or possibly raising funds, and the like.
Financial Management
Governance

Governance

Governance

Goverrnance

Invoicing

Accounting

Budget management

Figure 3.30. Hierarchic view of the Financial Management Domain

3.3.5 Legal Affairs Domain
Another facilitating responsibility that is to be distinguished within the EVD, is that of
handling juridical matters, which is delegated to a domain LA. However, as that domain is
likely to have only a limited amount of tasks, that responsibility may also be accommodated
in a kind of general affairs domain or even sourced to external parties. It may e.g. be
considered to accommodate these activities within BiZa in the first stage of development.
A mission statement that best catches the significance of the LA within its context would
be of the kind:
The Legal Affairs Domain takes care of issues in which legal advice is requiring, ensuring that no
case is filed in which the legality of EVD’s actions is disputed.
In its kind, the LA is rather generic and its entire definition is left for later stages, when
being more relevant. For sake of completeness, a particular service that could have been
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Figure 3.31. Service relations between the LA and its client

invoked by one of the other domains is discussed as well. As such it represents one of the
possible services the LA may potentially over to its context. Figure 3.31 shortly addresses
that service relation, wherein the service (offered to the CM) of checking a particular
document for compliance is highlighted.
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4

PROCESS ARCHITECTURE

Being aware of the propositions the EVD may eventually fulfill, its context and hence
position in the network of (potential) service partners, it is time to have a closer look on
how the aforementioned services are produced by underlying business processes. The
current chapter aims at providing a more detailed description on the process architecture
ensuing from the business domain description as discussed in chapter 3.
A business process is described as a series of structured and related activities yielding prespecified outcomes. They are executed upon request for that particular service it supports.
These activities and subprocesses are coordinated by means of so-called orchestration
processes, that see to it that these activities and processes are invoked according to their
specification.
For this purpose, it is stringent to unambiguously specify input and output relations
between the respective service partners as is shown in section 4.1, whereas section 4.2
elaborates on some of the main principles within Business Process Management (BPM),
that characterize the descriptions of the resulting processes.
Before finally proceeding to the actual process descriptions themselves in section 4.4, an
overview on subsequent steps towards a more concrete design is given in section 4.3.

4.1 input/output specification

When requesting a particular service, it may be the case that the demander (i.e. the initiator
of the underlying business process) is required to provide input, needed for delivering that
service. Also, the triggered process may eventually deliver output in the form of concrete
objects or simple notifications which are necessary for the initiator to continue with its own
processes:
1. The initiator sends all information that is necessary for the execution of the requested
task.
2. The execution is left to the executor (not bothering with how he does it).
3. All results are sent to the initiator that are necessary to continue with the calling
process.
Hence, for the functioning of the demand-supply relationship, it is necessary to unambiguously state what and under which conditions certain services are to be delivered. Like
already shown in section 3.3, the subcontracting that is agreed upon may be laid down
in service contracts in which quantitative and qualitative aspects such as service levels,
formats of data exchange, rewards, but also measures in case of non-conformity are stated.
However, prior to crafting these service contracts it may be worthwhile to more specifically
describe each service following a so-called transaction pattern, as has been described
in [26]:
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1. request: The initiator requests a particular service in a non-repudiative way, i.e. the
initiator cannot deny it, once the request has been issued.
2. promise: The executor promises to deliver that service under specific conditions
(such as price or time), or denies access to that service. In short cycle times, the
promise may be tacit, meaning that no explicit message is sent to the initiator.
3. state: After having performed the transaction, the executor comes up with the
result. Depending on the service to be delivered, the response message is itself the
service (if the service only consists of information) or contains information on some
physical delivery.
4. accept: The initiator approves the ultimate result.
Likewise, in the process description every process will start with handling the request,
leading to either a promise or denial. For sake of simplicity, these are not explicitly
mentioned but should nevertheless be taken care of, as otherwise the process is no longer
loosely coupled.
Also, it is assumed that every service delivered to the domain needs to be accepted, which
is not explicitly described either, but should be considered as an inherent step, nonetheless.
The reader should note, that the processes have been described in generic terms, leaving its
unambiguous and precise description to the stages when more concrete insights have been
obtained on the effective design.

4.2 applied bpm principles

Another aspect that is taken care of in establishing the resulting business processes, is to
adhere to principles that have been evolved within the field of BPM. As such, the following
BPM principles best characterizes these processes, which are addressed in the subsequent
paragraphs:
1. Layered process description
2. Separation of orchestration and execution
3. Adaptability and reusability

4.2.1 Layered process description
In contrast to presenting a complete overview of the entire set of processes and their
relationships, it has been deliberately chosen to domain-wise discuss each service, agreeing
upon one of the principles of [27], that the resulting process description should be layered.
Clearly, following the line of arguing from the previous elaboration, every domain owner
should be responsible for its own processes, their organization and the ultimate result. It
has been shown that a service is realized by subcontracting parts of it to internal or external
suppliers from which the domain owner only knows what they deliver.
In consequence, the domain owner only can organize for what is within its proper responsibility, namely the execution of its own activities and the invoking of services at the
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respective service suppliers. With the corresponding orchestration process the domain
owner then defines how these are organized, threading and invoking either of them.
As each service just exhibits one orchestration process, the entirety of processes will end
up in a layered specification. Nevertheless, the logical relation between internal service
partners should be evident, as the demanding domain requests a service that on its turn is
discussed at the supplying domain.
4.2.2 Separation of orchestration and execution
Another BPM principle that has been applied throughout the process description, is that of
separating the orchestration from the actual execution, as described in [27]. After all, this is
a necessary prerequisite for obtaining higher levels of aggregation and thus more complex
services. Only by separating both, it is possible to subsequently thread less aggregated
services like it were mere building blocks (the more favourable if these are standard ones,
cf. section 4.2.3).
Likewise, each of the services is described in a similar pattern: an initiator issues a request
for a particular service, which triggers an orchestration process at the respective service
supplier (i.e. the executor). That orchestration process on its turn, threads, triggers and
coordinates constituent subservices and activities at the respective (internal or external)
service suppliers, leading to the eventual realization of the demanded service.
An additional benefit of separating orchestration and execution, is the possibility to
automate the orchestration (and thus facilitate monitoring and logging), without being
bothered on how execution takes place, even if the execution involves manual tasks. Service
requests for manual tasks are translated to human-readable tasks in e.g. a todo list of a
person which then executes the activity (cf. section 4.3).
The reader should note however, that within the process description, the orchestration
processes are yet left undefined which would need more precise specifications at later
stages. After all, that would be necessary to show how the orchestration would be organized
in order to let the service partners cooperate. A glimpse on how this could be performed is
discussed in some greater detail in section 4.3.
4.2.3 Adaptability and reusability
Yet another principle that has also been applied in the definition of domains as well, is
that of defining and using generic and, where possible, standard entities to allow for
easy adaptation of processes. That anticipates highly dynamic environments in which
subcontractors may change, processes are eventually outsourced, new services are to be
added and so on.
Using standard processes ultimately favours the application of reuse, with the immediate
benefit that standard services are perceived to be cheaper as they can be offered to a larger
target group. In case the domain itself offers standardized services, it will on its turn
broaden its clientele as well. Some of the services that have been included in the process
description are in their kind so generic, that they are not even specific to the e-voting
solution to be set up, but could be used for any other purpose too.
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Also, as each domain is rather self-contained and highly cohesive and by knowing what
services that domain delivers, one may easily replace that domain with another service
supplier from either the internal or external market. That new supplier may offer a similar
set of services under probably better conditions, yielding additional cost advantages.
However, in subcontracting most of the services to third parties, the demanding domain
could eventually end up as a directing domain. No core competencies would remain and
the domain is mainly occupied by orchestrating its subcontracting relations.

4.3 next step: making processes executable

As such, the given process description is to be understood as an initial impetus for more
technical descriptions of the underlying systems and applications. The process description
in section 4.4, mainly shows the responsibilities and mutual relationships that come into
play when organizing for a similar e-voting event, described in terms of processes. Until
now, IT support has merely be touched upon in the previous elaboration, leaving a short
preview on this topic for the current section.
Based on the explanation in the preceding sections, translation of the conceptual model
mainly comprises the automation of the following three concepts:
1. orchestration processes: Orchestration processes are translated to a specification language such as e.g. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).
As is stipulated in section 4.2.2, the orchestration processes within the process description are yet left undefined, which would require to give more precise specifications.
In knowing the input and output of each relation, it is possible to tie and arrange
links, after which activities and processes are put in sequence or in parallel to each
other. In complex processes, combinations may need to be employed, or processes
need to be nested.
2. message exchange: Orchestration and execution processes communicate by exchanging messages in standard formats, like XML.
By having more concrete insights in the input and output of each relation (cf. section 4.1), it is possible to organize the communication between all parties, as mutually
agreed upon. Extensible Markup Language (XML) messages would have to be specified along with addresses to where these have to be sent.
3. execution processes: Organizing for activities that are performed by applications and/or humans, which act upon receiving messages from the orchestration
processes.
Likewise, activities that are invoked by the orchestration process need to be facilitated
such that they are able to read the received messages. These activities are executed
by already XML-based web services or existing applications that have been made
compliant to the use with BPEL (e.g. through the use of adequate middleware).
However, tasks may also be manually executed, making it necessary to provide
for some adequate interface, as it is not that convenient for humans to read XML
messages. Service requests for manual tasks are e.g. translated to tasks in a todo list
of a person (either in a workflow application or especially designed portal), triggering
the manual execution of the task. How that task is to be performed is irrelevant for
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the realization of the services, as long as the response is according to the agreed upon
format.
The reader should note the potential of this approach, as these activities could
eventually be replaced by automated tasks, only changing the address to which the
request is sent. The process specification of the orchestration as such however, does
not alter as long as the input and the output remains the same.

4.4 process descriptions

In the current section, a description of all services mentioned in the service networks
of section 3.2 is included along with their underlying processes that ultimately realize
them. As such, the description of the EVD does not pretend to be exhaustive, as new and
different services may easily be thought of. Nor does it show all the services that have
been suggested in section 3.2, as their description would not largely contribute to the
expressiveness of the given set and would merely extend the scope of the present thesis.
That at the same time, characterizes the strength of the model in that it is generic and
flexible enough to anticipate the different stages of development, discussed in section 3.1.
Depending on the evolvement of the EVD, even yet different scenarios may be facilitated
and services may easily be added if necessary.
Also, as already noted in previous chapters, the presented concept does not necessarily
represent the ultimate truth. Assumptions and choices that have been made are given from
the perspective of an ad interim domain owner and may turn out to be different if the
eventual domain owner sets up his domain. Then the domain owner would be confronted
with the actual stakeholders, determining the way orchestration processes would have to
be organized.

4.4.1 Account Management Domain
1 offering product information
objective: To give detailed information about existing products or, if not available in
the product gamma, to give price and time indication on products that are yet to be
developed.
demander: Client.
input: Impression on the product, summarizing client’s ideas and wishes.
output: Non-binding information on (potential) products of the EVD.
description: Upon request for information, partial information from the respective
suppliers (i.e. owners) is demanded, which is then put together and finally sent to
the calling client. That information is made up from whether a similar product is
available and a description of the product itself, how long it respectively takes to
develop a product if none is yet available (or to adapt an existing product) and to
actually deploy it. Along with that information, a price indication may as well be
included (cf. Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Offering product information

2 providing offer
objective: Based on the intake list that has been filled in by the client, come up with an
offer stating to which terms and conditions the EVD is willing to deliver a certain
product.
demander: Client.
input: n.a.
output: Offer (pre-contractual, non-binding).
description: First of all, it is to be checked whether the EVD is the appropriate service
provider. If it is the case, the client is handed over an intake list on which he is
requested to indicate his wishes and needs. Based on the intake list, it is checked
whether a similar product does exist in the product gamma of the EVD. If it needs
adaptation or when it is developed from scratch, a product specification is drafted,
transferring the business needs into a more technical specification. Schedules on
how long and how much resources it takes to, respectively, develop and deploy the
product are setup, after which an estimation for the product’s price is given. The
entirety of information is compiled into a draft offer, which is to be checked for legal
correctness, after which the offer is finally handed over (cf. Figure 4.2).
3 providing schedule
objective: Give an overview on how resources are needed and how long it will take to
respectively develop and deploy a designated product.
demander: Itself.
input: Intake list, representing the client’s needs and wishes and/or product identifier
for existing product.
output: Schedule
description: Based on the intake list and/or an existing product, the responsible domains for respectively product development and operations are requested to compose
a schedule on how long and with how much resources they think a designated
product will take to respectively develop or deploy. Thereafter, both schedules are
merged into one schedule, which is finally handed over to the calling process (cf.
Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. Providing schedule

4 providing contract
objective: In case the client accepts the offer, to convert the prior offer into a legally
binding contract, ready to be signed by both parties.
demander: Client.
input: Offer, previously issued by the EVD.
output: Legally binding contract, fixing the business relation between the client and the
EVD.
description: Based on the offer, the client may be granted to negotiate it, asking for a
Best And Final Offer (BAFO). Plausible in case of custom-made solutions or largescale and important projects, less probable in case of COTS products or less significant
projects. Prior to setting up a contract, SLA’s are to be agreed upon, after which
the information is compiled into a draft contract, yet to be verified for juridical
correctness, before handing over the definitive contract (cf. Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4. Providing contract

5 delivering product
objective: Taking care of organizing the election event under the agreed upon terms
and conditions.
demander: Client.
input: Signed version of previously issued contract.
output: n.a.
description: By handing over the signed contract, the contract itself is examined first
(e.g. properly issued contract, signature authenticity, etc.), before the agreed upon
terms are realized. That will say either the development of a new product or an
adaptation of an existing product, after which either of those or a ready-made
solution is put into operation. During the contract period, the compliance to the
contract is to be constantly monitored, possibly by issuing monitoring reports on its
findings, after which the contract is finally terminated (cf. Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. Delivering product

6 offering sla reports
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objective: Delivering monitoring reports about the operational status and performance of the deployed product, upon which the client may himself validate contract
compliance.
demander: Client.
input: n.a.
output: SLA report.
description: Periodically, current SLA reports are being asked for at, which are handed
over to the client (cf. Figure 4.6(a)).
7 providing evaluation reports
objective: Communicating an assessment of the election event, by evaluating the election
itself but also the underlying product.
demander: Client.
input: n.a.
output: Evaluation report.
description: In concluding an election event, the event is assessed and judged for its
performance. Evaluation results are drafted into a report and handed over to the
demander (cf. Figure 4.6(b)).
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Figure 4.6. Account Management Domain – 1

8 offering results
objective: Providing the final results of the election, irrespective of who is in charge of
the actual tally.
demander: Client, Media, other interested parties.
input: n.a.
output: Final election results.
description: In concluding an election, a detailed overview on the results are fetched
and delivered (cf. Figure 4.7(a)).
9 offering (non-)participated voters
objective: Providing a list of participated voters as a means of verifying whether or not
eligible voters have taken part in the actual election.
demander: Client.
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input: n.a.
output: List of voter that have (not) taken part in the election.
description: In concluding an election, a list of voters that have (not) taken part in the
election is established and handed over(cf. Figure 4.7(b)).
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Figure 4.7. Account Management Domain – 2

10 providing contact information
objective: Gather contact details on where important stakeholders are reachable for
providing support or handling complaints.
demander: IM.
input: n.a.
output: List with contact details.
description: Upon request, involved stakeholders are asked for where they are to be
contact for, respectively, handling complaints or providing support. That information
is put together and handed over (cf. Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8. Providing contact information

11 providing prd acceptance
objective: In translating business needs into more technical terms, the AM has to validate
whether these are indeed met.
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demander: PM.
input: Draft PRD.
output: Notification of (conditionally) accepting the Product Requirements Document
(PRD).
description: In receiving a draft version of the PRD, it is verified whether the requirements stated therein meet the business needs of either the Market Requirements
Document (MRD) of the intake list (where AM performs it instead of the client
itself). In case deviations are observed, necessary adaptations are summarized after
which the calling process gets notified about the PRD’s (conditional) acceptance (cf.
Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9. Providing PRD acceptance
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4.4.2 Contract Management Domain
1 providing draft offer
objective: Based on the preliminary information such as time and resource schedule, the
PRD and price specification, an offer is drafted stating to which terms and conditions
the EVD is willing to deliver a certain product.
demander: AM.
input: PRD, schedule and price specification.
output: Offer draft.
description: Information such as the development and deployment schedule, the PRD
and the price specification is compiled to fit and comply with the standards of an
offer. A preliminary draft version of the offer is then handed over (cf. Figure 4.10(a)).
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Figure 4.10. Contract Management Domain – 1

2 providing offer
objective: Come up with a definitive and legally impeccable version of the offer in
which is stated to which terms and conditions the EVD is willing to deliver a certain
product.
demander: AM.
input: Offer draft and legal advice.
output: Offer.
description: Upon request, the delivered draft version of the offer is adapted according
to the legal advice, and finally handed over (cf. Figure 4.10(b)).
3 providing bafo
objective: Before creating a definitive contract, the client may ask for improving its offer
leading to a BAFO.
demander: AM
input: Offer.
output: BAFO.
description: Upon request, involved and responsible parties are demanded to tighten
their estimations on time and resource schedule and price specification, where
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Figure 4.11. Providing BAFO

necessary and possible. Based on these revisions, the offer is adapted and provided
as BAFO (cf. Figure 4.11).
4 providing sla
objective: Drawing up a mutually agreed on SLA, stating service levels of the product
to be delivered and the services to be received.
demander: AM.
input: Offer or BAFO.
output: SLA.
description: Upon request, the requirements within either the offer or the BAFO are
analyzed after which adequate requirements for the SLA are derived. Depending on
the needs of the offer or BAFO, corresponding service levels are determined which
are compiled into a draft version of a SLA. The client is asked for its approval, after
which either the SLA is again to be adapted or after which a definitive version is
drawn up, which then handed over to the calling process (cf. Figure 4.12.)
SLA

Providing SLA

Contract Management
request
SLA

Negotiate SLA

Offer
Analyse
requirements

Draft SLA

request for
SLA approval

BAFO

Craft SLA

Send SLA

Client

Figure 4.12. Providing SLA

5 providing draft contract
objective: In case the client accepts the offer, the prior offer is converted into a preliminary contract, ready to be checked for juridical correctness.
demander: AM.
input: BAFO or offer and SLA.
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output: Contract draft.
description: Based on the previously agreed upon BAFO or offer, together with the
negotiated version of the SLA, a preliminary version of a contract is crafted and sent
to the demander (cf. Figure 4.13).
Providing draft
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draft
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request
draft
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Figure 4.13. Providing draft contract

6 providing contract
objective: After having checked the preliminary draft version of the contract for juridical
correctness, a legally impeccable and definitive version of the contract is established,
ready to be signed by both parties.
demander: AM.
input: Contract draft and legal advice.
output: Contract.
description: Upon request, the delivered draft version of the contract is adapted according to the legal advice, and finally handed over (cf. Figure 4.14(a)).
Contract
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Contract
draft
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(a) Providing contract
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handle
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Contract
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Figure 4.14. Contract Management Domain – 2

7 providing contract handling
objective: In receiving a signed contract, the contract is examined and stored for later
reference.
demander: AM.
input: Contract.
output: n.a.
description: Receiving the contract, it is archived in the respective database (cf. Figure 4.14(b)).
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8 providing contract implementation
objective: In receiving a legitimate signed contract, the contract is enforced such that
the agreed upon services and products are delivered accordingly.
demander: AM.
input: Contract.
output: n.a.
description: In implementing a specific contract, it is first checked whether it is about
organizing an election event with an existing, an adapted or a to be developed product.
In the first situation, the product is fetched and put into operation. In the latter two
situations, requirements are established to respectively specify the adaptation of an
existing or the new product, according to which the product is finally developed.
Upon delivery, the product is checked whether it meets the contract. If that is
not yet the case, the product needs to be adjusted correspondingly. In case it is
finally compliant to the contract requirements, it is deployed thereafter as well (cf.
Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.15. Providing contract implementation

9 providing contract monitoring
objective: After a contract is enforced, it is constantly being monitored whether the
agreed upon terms and conditions are being met.
demander: AM.
input: Contract.
output: n.a.
description: In monitoring contract compliance, SLA reports are repeatedly fetched and
checked for their compliance to the SLA stated in the contract. In case deviations are
remarked, it is decided whether these are that severe justifying to adjust operations.
In case no deviations have occurred or when it is decided that these are not severe, no
actions are undertaken. SLA reports and eventual started actions are fixed in reports
and archived for later reference (cf. Figure 4.16).
10 providing contract conclusion
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Figure 4.16. Providing contract monitoring

objective: After the agreed upon product has been delivered, the respective contract is
eventually being ended.
demander: AM.
input: Contract.
output: n.a.
description: Based on the contract and on the actual performance, charges are established, which are billed to the client, after which the contract is finally terminated (cf.
Figure 4.17).
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Figure 4.17. Providing contract conclusion

11 providing sla reports
objective: While monitoring the compliance with respect to a certain contract, SLA
reports are delivered summarizing the system’s functioning and performance.
demander: AM.
input: n.a.
output: SLA report.
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description: In providing SLA reports, it is first decided whether an overview of the
past reports or the actual SLA is to be given. In the former case, archived monitoring
reports are to be fetched from the database, in the latter, the current one is demanded.
In either case, a compilation is crafted which is finally handed over to the demander
(cf. Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18. Providing SLA reports
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4.4.3 Product Management Domain
1 providing solution price specification
objective: Based on development and deployment planning and their estimation for
resources, as well taking regard of the actual product price, an estimation for the
solution’s costs is established.
demander: AM.
input: Product identifier and schedule.
output: Price specification.
description: Based on the development and deployment schedule and, if existing,
the product, a cost estimation for the total solution is made and crafted in a price
specification, which is then handed over to the demander (cf. Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.19. Providing solution price specification

2 offering adaptation price specification
objective: In case necessary for negotiations, tighten the previously issued price specification, eliminating any margins.
demander: CM and adapted schedule.
input: Price specification.
output: Adapted price specification.
description: Based on the already issued price specification, and possibly on adapted
schedules, estimations are revised and tightened if possible and then delivered to the
demander (cf. Figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.20. Offering adaptation price specification
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3 providing mrd
objective: Investigate current and future markets and identify potential products that
offer added value to the EVD and summarize these evaluations in a MRD.
demander: AM.
input: n.a.
output: MRD.
description: In establishing an MRD, market research is to be performed (either internally or sourced to a third party) and analyzed, upon which the need for new products
or the adaptation of existing ones might arouse. How these should look like is more
precisely defined, after which a summary together with conclusions are made up in
the MRD (cf. Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21. Providing MRD

4 providing prd
objective: Either based on the needs for a product as identified in the MRD, or on a
given intake list, translate the market requirements and business needs into technical
terms and establish requirements specifying the new product.
demander: AM.
input: Intake list or MRD.
output: PRD.
description: Upon delivery of either an MRD or an intake list, the business requirements
stated therein are analyzed and translated to technical terms and eventually drafted
in an PRD, which needs to be accepted by the responsible party, after which the PRD
is adapted and finalized (cf. Figure 4.22).
5 providing product order
objective: After initiation for a new product, see to it that it is developed and delivered
according to agreed upon terms.
demander: AM.
input: MRD.
output: n.a.
description: In receiving the request for ordering a particular product, first a specification in technical terms has to be drawn up in PRD based on the MRD, after which
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Figure 4.22. Providing PRD

technical requirements are to established, on which basis the actual product is developed. In delivering the product, it is checked for compliance to the PRD after
which the product may possible be adjusted (cf. Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23. Providing product order

6 providing product marketing
objective: For a particular product and an intended audience, develop suitable marketing campaign strategies, hold that campaign and evaluate its effects.
demander: AM.
input: Product identifier and possibly MRD.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request to market a specific product (or product line), information
on the product and the kind of election for which it is intended, is to be gathered.
That includes information on the technicalities of the product, the kind of elections
for which it is intended or more general information on how to use the product.
Based on an already available MRD, a suitable marketing campaign has to be developed which will then be hold in the designated way (both either internal or
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external). Thereafter it is likely to assess the effects of the campaign (cf. Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.24. Providing product marketing

7 providing product conclusion
objective: After a product has been in service, it is to be evaluated by how far it has
been according expectations and if it turns out to be necessary to be adjusted, to
maintain a competitive product.
demander: CM.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, evaluation results are fetched and assessed by how far
the conclusions therein have an impact on the continued existence of the product.
If necessary, a PRD for the adaptation of the product is crafted and handed over
for deriving technical requirement upon which the product is finally adapted. The
resulting product is then checked for compliance with the PRD upon which the
product is finally adapted (cf. Figure 4.25).
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Figure 4.25. Providing product conclusion
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4.4.4 Evaluation Management Domain
1 providing evaluation results
objective: Communicating an assessment of the election event, by evaluating the election
itself but also the underlying product.
demander: AM.
input: n.a.
output: Evaluation results.
description: In evaluating an election event, results on both, the election and product
evaluation, are fetched and made up in an evaluation report and finally handed over
to the demander (cf. Figure 4.26).
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Figure 4.26. Providing evaluation results

2 providing product evaluation results
objective: Assessing the election product and communicate the evaluation results.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Product evaluation results.
description: In evaluating the product, information from disparate sources is gathered
which is, after suitably aggregating it, analyzed and assessed. Conclusions are summarized in an evaluation report, stored for later reference and handed over to the
demanding process. Information that is fetched and included in the assessment, are
mainly user feedback on the product, SLA reports showing the product’s performance,
but also summaries of complaints and support requests (cf. Figure 4.27).
3 providing election evaluation results
objective: Assessing the election and communicate the evaluation results.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Election evaluation results.
description: In evaluating the election, information from disparate sources is gathered
which is, after suitably aggregating it, analyzed and assessed. Conclusions are summarized in an evaluation report, stored for later reference and handed over to the
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Figure 4.27. Providing product evaluation results

demanding process. Information that is fetched and included in the assessment, are
mainly user feedback on the product, election data (results, participation rates, etc.),
user data, but also summaries of complaints and support requests (cf. Figure 4.28).
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Figure 4.28. Providing election evaluation results
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4.4.5 Product Development Domain
1 providing development schedule
objective: Giving estimations on how much resources are needed and on how long it
takes to develop or adapt the intended product.
demander: AM.
input: Availability notification and intake list.
output: Development schedule.
description: Based on an either the intake list to get a clue or an existing product
needing adaptation, an estimation on the expected use of resources as well as for the
duration of the development of a product is given and made up in a schedule (cf.
Figure 4.29(a)).
2 offering adaptation development schedule
objective: In case necessary for negotiations, tighten the previously issued development
schedule, eliminating any margins.
demander: CM.
input: Development schedule.
output: Adapted development schedule.
description: Upon request, a previously issued development schedule is tightened
where possible (cf. Figure 4.29(b)).
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(a) Providing development schedule (b) Offering adaptation development schedule

Figure 4.29. Product Development Domain – 1

3 providing product adaptation specification
objective: In case it is sufficient to adapt an existing product from the product gamma,
it is specified on how that product needs to be changed.
demander: CM.
input: Contract.
output: Product adaptation specification.
description: Upon request for providing a specification for the adaptation of a product,
respective documentation on it is fetched and its specification is adapted according
to the needs of the contract. The specification on the product to be adapted is then
delivered (cf. Figure 4.30).
4 providing technical specification
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Figure 4.30. Providing product adaptation specification

objective: In case a product is newly developed, a technical specification is established
describing the technical requirements of the product.
demander: CM, PM.
input: Contract or PRD.
output: Technical product specification.
description: Either on base of the PRD or the contract, technical requirements are
distilled and made up in an technical specification. That specification is then handed
over (cf. Figure 4.31).
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Figure 4.31. Providing technical specification

5 providing product development
objective: According to the product specification, the product is developed.
demander: CM, PM.
input: Technical product specification or product adaptation specification.
output: Product.
description: Upon request, the product is built according to the technical specification,
after which the delivered parts are integrated and tested. The product is documented
and might eventually be certified (in case of important elections), whereafter the
product gamma is updated with the newly gathered product data and information.
Finally the product is handed over to the demander (cf. Figure 4.32).
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Figure 4.32. Providing product development

6 providing product build
objective: Based on the task division, different product units are coded and integrated
to the final product.
demander: Itself.
input: Technical product specification or product adaptation specification.
output: Product code.
description: In building the product, it is divided into suitable building blocks which
might be coded independently (either internal or by third party), after which these
building blocks are integrated to the product (cf. Figure 4.33).
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Figure 4.33. Providing product build

7 providing product test
objective: The product and parts of it are tested, ensuring proper functioning and
compliance to the product specification.
demander: Itself.
input: Technical product specification or product adaptation specification.
output: Test reports.
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description: Prior to verifying and validating the product, test plans need to be established based on the corresponding specification, against which the product will be
checked. Tests may be executed internally or again sourced to a third party, both
yielding test reports (cf. Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34. Providing product test
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4.4.6 Product Information Management Domain
1 notifying product availability
objective: Knowing the wishes for a particular product, it is to be determined whether
that product or a similar one is within the product gamma.
demander: AM.
input: Intake list or product impression.
output: Availability notification.
description: Given an impression on the product, a suitable product within the product
gamma is searched in the product database. In case such a product exists and in
case it does not, a notification is sent accordingly. When a similar product is within
the product database, a notification is given on how much that product deviates
from the intentional one, accompanied by a summary of necessary adaptations (cf.
Figure 4.35).
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Figure 4.35. Notifying product availability

2 providing product details
objective: Knowing that a certain product is within the product gamma, detailed information on that product is to be delivered.
demander: AM.
input: Product identifier.
output: Product details.
description: Upon request for details on a specific product, the product database is
searched for the demanded product and corresponding information is extracted and
prepared and finally handed over (cf. Figure 4.36).
3 providing product data
objective: For developers that have to adapt an existing product, product development
related data such as source code, documentation, libraries, etc. are to be delivered.
demander: PD.
input: Product identifier.
output: Product, technical product specification, product documentation, etc..
description: Upon request for a specific product, the product database is searched and
related product data is fetched and handed over to the demander (cf. Figure 4.37).
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Figure 4.36. Providing product details
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Figure 4.37. Providing product data

4 providing product update
objective: Having developed a new product, that product has to be added to the product
gamma of the EVD and hence the corresponding product database has to be updated.
demander: PD.
input: Product, technical product specification, product adaptation specification, product
documentation, etc..
output: n.a.
description: In providing information and data on a new or adapted product, records
in the product database are adapted or added. In other cases, it may be necessary to
remove particular product records if the product is no longer part of the gamma (cf.
Figure 4.38).
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Figure 4.38. Providing product update
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5 providing audit information
objective: For auditing purposes, information is compiled and handed over.
demander: Auditors.
input: Product identifier.
output: Audit information.
description: Upon request to audit a particular product (or part of it), data on the
product is fetched from the database and compiled as such that it may be released
for auditing purposes (cf. Figure 4.39).
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Figure 4.39. Providing audit information
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4.4.7 Operations Domain
1 providing deployment schedule
objective: Giving estimations on how much resources are needed and on how long it
takes to put the intended product into operation state.
demander: AM.
input: Product identifier and intake list.
output: Deployment schedule.
description: Upon request and based on an intake list to get a clue, an estimation on the
expected use of resources as well as for the duration of the deployment preparation
of a product, is given and made up in a schedule (cf. Figure 4.40).
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Figure 4.40. Providing deployment schedule

2 offering adaptation deployment schedule
objective: In case necessary for negotiations, tighten the previously issued deployment
schedule, eliminating any margins.
demander: CM.
input: Deployment schedule.
output: Adapted deployment schedule.
description: Upon request, a previously issued deployment schedule is tightened where
possible (cf. Figure 4.41).
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Figure 4.41. Offering adaptation deployment schedule

3 deploying product
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objective: Putting a particular product into service, taking regard of agreed upon terms
and conditions.
demander: CM.
input: Product.
output: n.a.
description: In deploying a product, several major steps have to be undertaken before
the actual election event can take place. The product has to be installed and hosted
on the designated technology platforms, information that come into play have to
be prepared and adequately presented to the final users. Also, a service desk may
needed to be installed and, most important, the actual election has to be organized
and prepared (cf. Figure 4.42).
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Figure 4.42. Deploying product

4 providing sla reports
objective: Generate monitoring reports providing for system’s performance indicators.
demander: CM.
input: n.a.
output: SLA report.
description: Upon request, performance reports of EM’s subdomains are fetched and
thereafter compiled into one sole SLA report, which is then handed over (cf. Figure 4.43).
5 providing operations adjustment
objective: Upon request for doing so, adjust current operational state according to new
requirements.
demander: CM.
input: n.a.
output: Notification that operations have been adjusted.
description: Upon request for adjusting operations, it is determined which subdomains are affected, which are then requested to adapt their operational activities in
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Figure 4.43. Providing SLA reports

accordance to the demand. If accomplished, a notification is sent (cf. Figure 4.44).
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Figure 4.44. Providing operations adjustment
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4.4.8 Systems Management Domain
1 providing systems installation
objective: Installing the product onto the respective hosting systems, providing for the
technologies to be used for the election event.
demander: OP.
input: Product.
output: n.a.
description: In installing the product, several suppliers have to be contacted to provide
for different election technologies, which will install the respective products. Note,
that in scenario 1 e.g., Fedict might provide for hosting the e-voting solution on the
Federal Portal (cf. Figure 4.45).
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Figure 4.45. Providing systems installation

2 providing access data
objective: In further preparing and running the election, information is necessary for
accessing and using the respective hosting systems, such as access addresses, user
names and passwords.
demander: PrM.
input: n.a.
output: Access data.
description: In obtaining data to access the respective systems, the corresponding
suppliers are demanded for accessing credentials, which are then compiled and
handed over (cf. Figure 4.46).
3 providing contact details
objective: Obtaining information on where to contact the respective hosting providers
for handling complaints and support requests.
demander: IM.
input: n.a.
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Figure 4.46. Providing access data

output: Contact details.
description: Upon request, involved stakeholders are asked for where they are to be
contact for, respectively, handling complaints or providing support. That information
is put together and handed over (cf. Figure 4.47).
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Figure 4.47. Providing contact details

4 providing status change
objective: Giving the opportunity to suspend, to restart or to prematurely terminate an
election event.
demander: VPS.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request it is determined to which status the systems need to be
changed after which the new status is set (cf. Figure 4.48). Likely, changing the status
may be a complex process, showing it on a high level for sake of simplicity to illustrate
the responsibility.
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Figure 4.48. Providing status change

5 providing performance report

objective: Providing an overview on the actual performance of the SM and its systems.
demander: OP.
input: n.a.
output: Performance report.
description: Upon request, a performance report is (probably automatically) generated
and handed over to the demander (cf. Figure 4.49).
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Figure 4.49. Providing performance reports

6 providing operations adjustment

objective: (Re-)Adjusting operational activities to new or different requirements or in
case current activities are not yet performing as agreed upon.
demander: OP.
input: Adjustment requirements.
output: Notification that operational activities have been adjusted.
description: In getting the request for changing operational activities, it is determined
what exactly needs to adjusted, after which the adjustment is executed. Thereafter a
notification is to be sent to inform the calling process (cf. Figure 4.50).
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Figure 4.50. Providing operations adjustment
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4.4.9 Information Services Domain
1 providing information preparation
objective: Gather all kind of information from disparate sources that are likely to be
necessary for realizing the election event and provide it to those domains that ask for
it.
demander: OP.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In preparing information for the election event, information on either the
applied product and the election itself are prepared (cf. Figure 4.51).
Providing information
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Prepare election
information

Prepare product
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Figure 4.51. Providing information preparation

2 providing election information preparation
objective: Gather information on the election to be held, such as information on the
candidates or other voting alternatives, the electoral system, all kind of information
from disparate sources that are likely to be necessary for realizing the election event
in providing it to those domains that ask for it.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In preparing information on the election, respective stakeholders are demanded for supplying information for which they are responsible. The client may be
asked for delivering material on the kind of election, the procedures that apply and
so on, or for information on the voting options that are to be chosen (in case of e.g.
referenda). When candidates or parties are to be elected, they might as well provide
information for promotional and informational purposes. Nevertheless, mediation
might be necessary to guarantee meaningful and fair information provision, after
which the gathered information is to be stored for later reference (cf. Figure 4.52).
3 providing product information preparation
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Figure 4.52. Providing election information preparation

objective: Gather information on the product to be used, such as user manuals guiding
the user through the specific election technology to be used.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In preparing information on the product, mainly user guides are to be
demanded and stored up. Depending on the intentions of the client, the ordinary user
may as well be provided with more detailed information on the product (it might
even present source code to ensure full transparency). The gathered information is
aggregated and stored for later reference (cf. Figure 4.53).
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Figure 4.53. Providing product information preparation

4 providing contact information
objective: Delivering information on involved contacts, for communicating to external
parties on where to reach the voting module and the service desk, or to internal
parties on where complaints and support requests have to be redirected.
demander: SD, PrM.
input: n.a.
output: Contact information.
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description: In preparing contact information, contact details of different stakeholders
are gathered for various purposes. AM is asked for information on where support
requests and complaints are to be redirected for stakeholders AM itself deals with.
SM furthermore provides information on where the respective voting modules are
reachable for a particular election event (cf. Figure 4.54).
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Figure 4.54. Providing contact information

5 providing election information
objective: Giving away information on the election, such as information on the candidates or other voting alternatives, or the electoral system.
demander: SD, PrM.
input: n.a.
output: Election information.
description: Depending on the demander and the request, information on the election
is composed to the respective needs and handed over accordingly (cf. Figure 4.55(a)).
6 providing product information
objective: Delivering information on the applied product, such information on how to
use it.
demander: SD, PrM.
input: n.a.
output: Product information.
description: Depending on the demander and the request, information on the product
is composed to the respective needs and handed over accordingly (cf. Figure 4.55(b)).
7 providing performance report
As the service is similar to that of the SM, the reader is referred to paragraph 4.4.8-5 .
8 providing operations adjustment
Idem ditto, cf. paragraph 4.4.8-6 .
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Figure 4.55. Information Services Domain – 1
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4.4.10 Presentation Management Domain
1 providing presentation
objective: Feed the solution with gathered information in an adequate way, taking
regard of the used technology.
demander: OP.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In creating a presentation, information about what and how it is to be
placed if necessary, requiring to get details on how to access the hosting systems and
to obtain information that is to be presented to the user. The provided text is likely to
be provided in raw state, i.e. not yet prepared and aggregated for presentation to the
user. Also, it might just be delivered in one language. Both situations may require
edit or translation of the text, before further preparing for the presentation means.
Text editing may range from simple orthographical corrections to authoring the text
according to the target audience. Depending on the technologies to be used, the basic
text will have to be adapted according to the available possibilities and similarly,
different layouts are to be created (cf. Figure 4.56).
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Figure 4.56. Providing presentation

2 providing information update
objective: In delivering new information, it sees to its that the presented information is
updated as well and thereby actualized for the respective users.
demander: IM.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In getting the request to update the presented information, the provided
text is again to be edited and possibly to be translated, before each presentation
means is finally updated (cf. Figure 4.57).
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Figure 4.57. Providing information update

3 providing user guide
objective: As the user interface is adapted with the event-specific information, a user
guide on how to use the system is to be provided.
demander: IM.
input: n.a.
output: User guide.
description: In providing a user guide, it is to be illustrated on how to use the systems.
Depending on the target audiences, different variations are conceivable ranging from
a pictorial step-for-step guide to a sophisticated work. Even for the same election,
several versions could be provisioned like for a target group that is not yet familiar
with the technology and for another that is. Again, the raw text is to be edited and
possibly translated, before handing over (cf. Figure 4.58).
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request user
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Send user guide

Figure 4.58. Providing user guide

4 providing contents handling
objective: Seeing to it that all necessary information is fetched and available for later
use.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Contents.
description: To have meaningful information to present, information that is to be shown
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has yet to be fetched up. Therefore information on the actual election and the used
product are to obtained, as well as information on where to contact the service
desk. The received data is drawn up and delivered to the demanding process (cf.
Figure 4.59).
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Figure 4.59. Providing contents handling

5 providing text editing
objective: Information that is to be presented to the user is arranged and drawn up for
presentation on the respective technology and eventually been translated.
demander: Itself.
input: Text.
output: Edited text.
description: In receiving text for processing, its contents is first of all formulated
and composed for the intended use and edited accordingly. According to whether
translation is required, the text is handed over to a translator for translation. Finally,
the text is stored for later reference and handed over (cf. Figure 4.60).
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Figure 4.60. Providing text editing
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6 providing mobile device presentation
objective: Involving presentation on mobile devices, the contents to be presented is
crafted accordingly, fitting that format.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, text to be presented is excerpted from the basic text and
transformed to be presented on a mobile device. Additionally, supporting facilities
(like e.g. news feed, reminder service, etc.) may again be set up, according to the
needs of the client. Finally, the contents for the mobile device hosting systems is set
online (cf. Figure 4.61(a)).
7 providing other device presentation
objective: Involving presentation on other devices, the contents to be presented is crafted
accordingly, fitting that format.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, text to be presented is excerpted from the basic text and
transformed to be presented on that particular device. Additionally, supporting
facilities (depending on the technology to be used) may again be set up, according to
the needs of the client. Finally, the contents for the device-specific hosting systems is
set online (cf. Figure 4.61(b)).
8 providing web presentation
objective: Involving presentation on the web, the contents to be presented is crafted
accordingly, fitting that format.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Given the possibilities for online presentations, a layout may have to be
designed, after which the text which is to be presented, is excerpted from the basic
text and fitted in the given web layout. Additionally, supporting facilities (services as
e.g. news feeds, newsletter mailing, forum or a voting indicator may be conceivable)
may again be set up, according to the needs of the client. Finally, the contents for the
web hosting systems is set online (cf. Figure 4.61(c)).
9 providing setup mobile device facilities
objective: Depending on the technology to be used and the needs of the client, facilities
supporting the appearance of the event are set up, such as SMS! (SMS!) alerts, a
reminder service, and so on.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In setting up additional facilities, it has first to be determined which exactly
have to be installed. Thereafter, the corresponding services are established that may
come into play for mobile devices (cf. Figure 4.62(a)).
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Figure 4.61. Providing presentation

10 providing setup other device facilities
objective: Depending on the technology to be used and the needs of the client, facilities
supporting the appearance of the event are set up.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In setting up additional facilities, it has first to be determined which exactly
have to be installed. Thereafter, the corresponding services are established that may
come into play for the respective devices (cf. Figure 4.62(b)).
11 providing setup web facilities
objective: Depending on the technology to be used and the needs of the client, facilities
supporting the appearance of the event are set up. In this case, e.g. a forum, news
feed, newsletter subscription, etc..
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In setting up additional facilities, it has first to be determined which exactly
have to be installed. Thereafter, the corresponding services are established that may
come into play for web presentations, some of which may even be the responsibility
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of third parties (cf. Figure 4.62(c)).
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Figure 4.62. Providing presentation facilities

12 providing mobile device presentation update
objective: In delivering new information, it sees to its that the presented information
for mobile devices is updated as well and thereby actualized for the respective users.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, the information to be put online is to be prepared for the
presentation on mobile devices and finally sent online (cf. Figure 4.63(a)).
13 providing other device presentation update
objective: In delivering new information, it sees to it that the presented information for
other devices is updated as well and thereby actualized for the respective users.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, the information to be put online is to be prepared for the
presentation on that particular device and finally sent online (cf. Figure 4.63(b)). 99
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14 providing web presentation update
objective: In delivering new information, it sees to its that the presented information for
the web module is updated as well and thereby actualized for the respective users.
demander: Itself.
input: Edited text.
output: n.a.
description: Upon request, the information to be put online is to be prepared for the
presentation on the web facilities and finally sent online (cf. Figure 4.63(c)).
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Figure 4.63. Providing presentation update

15 providing performance report
As the service is similar to that of the SM, the reader is referred to paragraph 4.4.8-5 .
16 providing operations adjustment
Idem ditto, cf. paragraph 4.4.8-6 .
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4.4.11 Service Desk Domain
1 providing service desk installation
objective: In setting up a service desk for the actual election event, information is
gathered from which a suitable helpdesk script is drafted, but also information on
where to escalate larger problems.
demander: OP.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: First, suitable information on the election and the respective product is
fetched such as user guides, FAQ’s, troubleshooting data, general information on the
election and so forth. These are put into a knowledge base but also compiled into a
helpdesk script. For escalating support requests and complaints to the responsible
parties, contact information thereon is fetched at the IM. Depending on the preferences
of the client, the service desk is set up internally or externally (cf. Figure 4.64).
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Figure 4.64. Providing service desk installation

2 providing contact details
objective: After having set up the service desk, information is delivered on where to
reach it.
demander: IM.
input: n.a.
output: Contact details.
description: Upon request, contact detail on where to reach the service desk is fetched
(either from internal or external) and send to the demander (cf. Figure 4.65).
3 providing support requests summary
objective: A summary of all incoming service requests so far, is compiled.
demander: EvM.
input: n.a.
output: Summary of support requests.
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Figure 4.65. Providing contact details

description: Upon request, all handled support requests are fetched from the corresponding database and compiled into one document whereafter it is handed over to
the demander (cf. Figure 4.66).
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Figure 4.66. Providing support requests summary

4 providing complaints summary
objective: A summary of all incoming complaints so far, is compiled.
demander: EvM.
input: n.a.
output: Summary of complaints.
description: Upon request, all handled complaints are fetched from the corresponding
database and compiled into one document whereafter it is handed over to the
demander (cf. Figure 4.67).
5 providing support
objective: Requests for support in case of problems are handled, solved or eventually
being escalated to the responsible parties.
demander: Voter, VPS.
input: n.a.
output: Solution to the problem.
description: Depending on whether the service desk is established internally or externally, the incoming request is redirected to the respective instance, at which a solution
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Figure 4.67. Providing complaints summary

the problem is sought. Thereafter, the support request is registered and sent to the
calling demander (cf. Figure 4.68).
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Figure 4.68. Providing support

6 handling complaints
objective: Incoming complaints are handled and sent to the responsible parties.
demander: Voter, VPS.
input: n.a.
output: Response to complaint.
description: Depending on whether the service desk is established internally or externally, the incoming complaint is redirected to the respective instance, where a suitable
answer to the complaint is formulated. Thereafter, the complaint and its answer is
registered and sent to the calling demander (cf. Figure 4.69).
7 providing internal support
objective: By classifying the support request, it is decided whether the problem is
solvable or to be escalated to the responsible party.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Solution to the problem.
description: Upon request, the problem is classified for being handled by the service
desk itself (first level support) or for being escalated to the responsible party within the
context (second level support). In the latter, the helpdesk script or knowledge base is
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Figure 4.69. Handling complaints

consulted and the problem is being solved, whereas in the former, the corresponding
addressee is being figured out and addressed. In both cases, the problem solution is
sent to the demander (cf. Figure 4.70).
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Figure 4.70. Providing internal support

8 providing complaint redirection
objective: By classifying the complaint, it is decided whether a standard response
withstands or whether the complaint has to be redirected to the responsible party.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Response to complaint
description: Upon request, it is first decided whether a standard response to the complaint withstands or not. In the latter case, an adequate response is being formulated,
whereas in the former the responsible addressee is being figured out, to which the
complaint is directed. In both cases the resulting response to the complaint is being
forwarded to the demander (cf. Figure 4.71).
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Figure 4.71. Providing complaint redirection

9 providing performance report
As the service is similar to that of the SM, the reader is referred to paragraph 4.4.8-5 .
10 providing operations adjustment
Idem ditto, cf. paragraph 4.4.8-6 .
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4.4.12 Election Management Domain
1 offering election preparation
objective: Ensuring that all activities are carried out such that the actual election can be
held.
demander: OP.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In preparing the election, it is necessary to first determine the actual
constituencies. Only thereafter, voting alternatives and voters can be determined, as
these are constituency dependent. After the voters and more details on the actual
election are known, voter material is put together enabling voters to take part in the
election (cf. Figure 4.72).
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Figure 4.72. Offering election preparation

2 providing constituency determination
objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge of it, the division of the voters into adequate
constituencies is to be determined.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: Depending on who is responsible for keeping track of the division into
constituencies, the constituency division is either fetched at the client, at BiZa (scenario
1) or determined by EM itself. In all cases, the division needs to be harmonized or
combined, after which it may be possible to group according to predefined criteria
(e.g. target group, demographic group, domestic or expatriate voters, and so on),
prior to storage in the respective database (cf. Figure 4.73).
3 establishing constituency division
objective: Taking eligible voters as a basis an adequate and fair division into constituencies is to be created.
demander: Itself.
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Figure 4.73. Providing constituency determination

input: n.a.
output: Division into constituencies.
description: In case, EM is responsible for dividing the voters into constituencies, it
will first fetch a list of eligible voters, after which it will group them according to
predefined criteria (e.g. geographical location, target group, demographic group,
etc..). Note that in that case, the determination of voters has already to be terminated
(cf. Figure 4.74(a)).
4 offering voters
objective: After voters that are eligible for a particular election have been determined, a
list of these voters may be compiled.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: List of eligible voters.
description: Voters in the voter database are fetched and put together into a list (cf.
Figure 4.74(b)).
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Figure 4.74. Election Management Domain – 1

5 providing voting alternatives determination
objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge of it, voting alternatives (i.e. voting options,
candidates, parties, etc.) that are applicable for the particular election are to be
determined.
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demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: First, it has to be determined which kind of election is being held and
which kind of voting alternatives are to be yielded. Either candidates are to be elected
(as e.g. in scenario 1), or voting options to be chosen (like in a referendum or poll),
both of which are yet to be determined. Thereafter, it is to determined how these
voting alternatives are to be presented to the voter. Only then, these are stored in the
corresponding database (cf. Figure 4.75).
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Figure 4.75. Providing voting alternatives determination

6 offering nomination
objective: Depending on the needs of the client, candidates, parties, or voting options
may be proposed for nomination.
demander: Party, Voter, Candidate.
input: n.a.
output: Notification of registered nomination proposal.
description: Upon request, it is to be checked whether the systems are available, the
proposer is requested to authenticate himself (e.g. by his eID). After successful
validation, the proposer fills in the nomination form which is checked for correctness
(i.e. meaningful input), stored in the corresponding database and, eventually, the
proposer is notified of its nomination proposal (cf. Figure 4.76).
7 providing candidate determination
objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge of it, candidates that are to be elected at the
election are to be determined.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: List of candidates to be elected.
description: First, it has to be decided who is in charge for providing the candidate
lists for that particular election. In scenario 1, it is the obligation of the polling staff in
the municipalities to provide the candidate for that constituency. In extending the
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Figure 4.76. Offering nomination

scope in the other scenarios, either the client itself delivers them or EM identifies
them itself (mainly by prior registration). Thereafter it may be necessary to harmonize
the lists as they might be handed over in different formats. Grouping according to
predefined criteria (like constituencies, belonging to specific party, etc.) might be
necessary, before handing them over (cf. Figure 4.77).
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Figure 4.77. Providing candidate determination

8 offering nominated candidates
objective: In case candidates are to be nominated for an election, a list of nominated
candidates is compiled.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: List of nominated candidates.
description: Candidates that are determined by the nomination process are fetched
from the respective database and put together into a list, before handing it over (cf.
Figure 4.78).
9 providing voting options determination
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Figure 4.78. Offering nominated candidates

objective: In case voting alternatives are merely composed by voting options, the designated list of options is fetched and delivered.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: List of voting options to be elected.
description: Depending on who is responsible for providing voting options, different
situations are perceivable. The client may have a pre-defined set of options, but also
the EVD may provide for that (with e.g. nomination procedure). In both cases it may
be necessary to group them according to a pre-specified format, before handing them
over to the calling process (cf. Figure 4.79).
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Figure 4.79. Providing voting options determination

10 offering nominated options
objective: Handing over voting options which have been determined in a nomination
process.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: List of nominated options.
description: The voting options that haven been proposed during nomination are
fetched from the corresponding database, before being joined into a definite list. According to the needs, selection criteria have to be defined beforehand for determining
which proposed options are to be included (e.g. certain amount of nominations, consent by client, and so on). Thereafter the list is being handed over to the demanding
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process (cf. Figure 4.80).
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Figure 4.80. Offering nominated options

11 providing layout determination
objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge for it, the layout for a particular election is
provided.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Layout template on how to present voting alternatives.
description: Depending on the needs of the client, it needs to be determined on how
the respective voting alternatives are presented. In scenario 1 e.g., it is BiZa that
is responsible for defining the election layout. In different scopes, the client may
itself provide a layout, but it may also be contracted that the layout follows some
predefined template (e.g. for miss elections, for trade union elections, or merely
summing up all voting alternatives). After the layout has been provided it is delivered
to the demander (cf. Figure 4.81).
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Figure 4.81. Providing layout determination

12 offering registration
objective: Depending on the needs of the client, voters may register themselves for a
particular election.
demander: Voter.
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input: n.a.
output: Notification of being (pre-)registered.
description: For the Belgian electoral system only applicable for expatriate voters, but
also usable in other scenarios, is the possibility for users to register themselves. Upon
their request, it is to be checked whether the systems are available and the voter is
to be requested to authenticate himself (e.g. by his eID or especially issued voter
credentials). After successful validation, the voter fills in the registration form which
is checked for correctness (i.e. meaningful input) and, eventually, the voter is notified
of its registration. Note that in the current Belgian electoral system it would only be
a pre-registration, as the eligibility is yet to be determined by diplomatic posts (cf.
Figure 4.82).
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Figure 4.82. Offering registration

13 providing voter determination
objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge of it, eligible voters for the election are to
be determined.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: For running the election, it must be determined who is eligible and who
is not, requiring a resource to check against. This has yet to be determined and,
depending on the scenario, to be fetched at the respective responsibility. In scenario 1,
it is the obligation of the municipalities to provide for the voter lists of their electoral
constituencies. In other scenarios, the client may have a readily available list of voters,
or the responsibility is left to the EVD. In the latter, the registration procedure yields
the voters to be admitted. Again, it may be necessary to harmonize lists of different
formats or group them into predefined categories (e.g. target group, expatriate or
domestic voters, indicating disabilities, and so on). Finally, the voters are stored in
the corresponding voter database for later use (cf. Figure 4.83).
14 offering registered voters
objective: In case voters are offered the possibility to register themselves for an election,
a list of registered voters is compiled.
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Figure 4.83. Providing voter determination

demander: Itself, Diplomatic posts.
input: n.a.
output: List of registered voters.
description: Depending on the scope, different situations are perceivable. Either the
EVD has to determine the voters itself, likely through a registration procedure, or
EVD supports diplomatic posts in registering expatriate voters. In both cases, a list
of registered voters in compiled by fetching them from the registration database (cf.
Figure 4.84).
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Figure 4.84. Offering registered voters

15 preparing voter material
objective: Enabling a voter to take part in a particular election, information on the
election and necessary voting credentials are to be compiled and distributed.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In case it is the task of the EVD to provide the voter with necessary voter
material (i.e. information on the election and how to use the product, possibly in
combination with voter credentials), it first has to fetch information on the election and
the product at the IM domain together with where the voting solution is accessible. At
the same time, it might establish credentials with which the voter may obtain access
to the voting module. The obtained information is put together and prepared for
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handing over to the respective voters. In case hardware credentials are to be created,
the respective suppliers are demanded for it. In some scenarios it might be the case
that compiling the information is sufficient and that printing and distributing is left
to the election organizers (like in scenario 1, the municipalities are in charge of that
task). In other cases, these activities have to be performed and are likely to be sourced
to external parties (cf. Figure 4.85).
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Figure 4.85. Preparing voter material

16 offering voting credentials
objective: In case authentication means are to be issued, voter credentials are established
on base of eligible voters.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Voting credentials.
description: Having obtained the list of eligible voters, credentials for every voter are
created. These credentials may range from preparing smartcards, to simply generating
voting codes. Likewise, these credentials are to be stored for later reference, to check
whether someone is eligible. At this stage, it may as well be possible to break the
link between voter and his generated voting token, thereby ensuring anonymity. It
is ensured that only eligible voters are handed over these tokens and at the election
stage when a voter presents himself, no link traces the vote to the identity of the voter.
Even, when having generated the voter tokens, no voter lists are no longer necessary
and may even be discarded (cf. Figure 4.86).
17 offering vote casting
objective: Handling activities that come into play when allowing eligible voters to cast
a vote.
demander: Voter.
input: n.a.
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Figure 4.86. Offering voting credentials

output: Notification of having elected, or notification of failure if election has prematurely
ended.
description: In offering the possibility to the voter to cast a vote, some steps have
to be gone through. Depending on the needs for that particular event, not all will
necessarily be taken and may therefore be stepped over. First of all, some preliminary
checks are to be performed. It has to be checked whether the systems are available,
like whether the election is already opened, or whether the election is not suspended
or prematurely terminated. Then, the voter’s identity is checked against provided
credentials and if being successfully identified, it is checked if the voter is (still)
eligible. If he is, he is finally presented the voting alternatives for that election and
is asked to cast his vote. That vote might be secured afterwards and is then sent to
the polling box, where it is being registered. Depending on the election, the voter
may receive a confirmation that it has been properly received. Afterwards, the voter
may be asked for giving away feedback or information on himself for statistical and
evaluation purposes (cf. Figure 4.87).
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Figure 4.87. Offering vote casting

18 notifying system availability
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objective: Determining whether the system is available (i.e. request comes within the
opening hours) and ready for use (i.e. election is not currently suspended or prematurely terminated).
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Notification, stating system’s availability.
description: Upon request it is checked whether it falls within the predefined opening
hours for the election. If it does, it is checked whether the system is available and not
suspended (e.g. due to maintenance, for precautionary reasons, etc.). In either case,
the calling process is being notified of the outcome (cf. Figure 4.88).
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Figure 4.88. Notifying system availability

19 notifying voter authentication
objective: Check whether a voter is the person whom he intends to be.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Notification of identity validation.
description: In order to validate the voter’s identity, he is requested to present his
voting credentials (e.g. eID or especially issued voter credentials such as voting codes,
other smartcards and the like). These are then checked for their validness, notifying
the calling process of the outcome (cf. Figure 4.89).
20 notifying voter eligibility
objective: Check whether a voter is eligible for that particular election.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Notification whether voter is eligible.
description: With the help of the presented voter credentials, the corresponding voter
record is being retrieved from the voter database. If it is available, it is being checked
whether the voter is still eligible. Depending on the election rules applied, a voter may
(or may not) eventually vote more than once. Again, the calling process is notified of
the outcome of the checks (cf. Figure 4.90).
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Figure 4.89. Notifying voter authentication
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Figure 4.90. Notifying voter eligibility

21 providing voting alternatives
objective: Present the voting alternatives for which the voter may issue a vote.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: After identifying for which constituency a voter is eligible, the corresponding list of voting alternatives is fetched and shown (cf. Figure 4.91).
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Figure 4.91. Providing voting alternatives
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22 notifying vote registered
objective: After all prior checks have successfully been performed, the voter’s actual
vote is received.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Notification on whether vote is correct and the vote itself.
description: The voter is asked for casting his vote and thereafter, the correctness of it
is checked (e.g. for meaningful input, no abstentions, etc.; all depending on the needs
for the election.) If correct, the vote is sent to the calling process, otherwise the voter
may again be asked to cast a vote (cf. Figure 4.92).
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Figure 4.92. Notifying vote registered

23 providing vote security
objective: Depending on the needs for that particular election, secure the vote (e.g. by
decoupling the vote from the voter, by encryption, by signing and so on).
demander: Itself.
input: Vote.
output: Secured vote.
description: Before actually sending the vote to the virtual polling box, the vote might
need to be secured first. One might e.g. think of breaking the link between vote and
voter (if not happened already) to ensure anonymity, encrypting the vote to guarantee
secrecy, or to sign the vote to allow for checking authenticity at the receiving end. In
the latter, the voter is requested to digitally sign his vote, before actually sending the
vote (cf. Figure 4.93).
24 storing vote
objective: Arrived at the virtual polling box, register the vote.
demander: Itself.
input: Vote.
output: Notification of having (not) stored vote.
description: After having sent the vote to the virtual polling box, the vote might be
checked for its authenticity if it has been digitally signed by the voter. If not or
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Figure 4.93. Providing vote security

whether the vote proves to be authentic, it is stored in the virtual polling box. In
either case, the calling process is being notified about the success of the check and its
possible storage (cf. Figure 4.94).
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Figure 4.94. Storing vote

25 providing vote confirmation
objective: In concluding the vote casting process, create a vote confirmation stating
whether or not a vote has properly been registered.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: A notification of successfully storing the vote in the virtual polling box is
crafted and sent. That information may contain information about the actual vote
cast, but in case of legally binding elections (like those of scenario 1 or 2), no proof
about the actual vote is to be provided, as not to further vote buying (cf. Figure 4.95).
26 processing user feedback
objective: In case the voter allows for it, the voter is asked to provide for some feedback
which is stored for later use.
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Figure 4.95. Providing vote confirmation

demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: The voter is shown an enquiry form with which the voter is asked to
provide feedback on the actual election event. Which questions are to be included in
the questionnaire may be determined for each election, depending on the purposes
of the gathered information. The obtained data is stored for later reference (cf.
Figure 4.96).
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Figure 4.96. Processing user feedback

27 processing demographic information
objective: In case the voter allows for it, the voter is asked to provide for some user data
which is stored for later use.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: n.a.
description: In obtaining demographic information on the voter, it may be necessary
to ask his consent before due to privacy reasons. If he does, user data may e.g. be
received via an enquiring form or by reading out person-bound smartcards. The
obtained data is finally stored for later reference (cf. Figure 4.97).
28 providing results
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Figure 4.97. Processing demographic information

objective: Irrespective of whom is in charge of tallying the votes, the election results are
fetched and provided.
demander: AM, EvM.
input: n.a.
output: Election results.
description: At any moment after an election, election results may be demanded. It
is first checked, whether these are not already available. If that is the case, these
are fetched from the database. If not, tallying has yet to take place and, depending
on who is in charge for it, results are demanded after which they are stored in the
database for later reference (cf. Figure 4.98).
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Figure 4.98. Providing results

29 providing tallying
objective: Depending on the type of election and the responsibilities that are involved,
it may be left to the EVD to tally the votes.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Election results.
description: Before the election tally can take place, it is to be determined if votes
from an alternative election has to be taken into account. If that is the case, these
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have to be fetched first at the responsible party within the context. E.g., BiZa or the
municipalities could provide for results of the paper ballot which are then merged
with the electronic results.
The electronic votes will have to be fetched too, after which all votes are counted and
tabulated according to predefined formats and finally sent to the calling process (cf.
Figure 4.99).
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Figure 4.99. Providing tallying

30 providing votes
objective: Come up with votes from the electronically supported election.
demander: Itself.
input: n.a.
output: Votes of the electronically enabled election.
description: First, the virtual polling box has to be handed over whereafter it has to be
determined if the residing votes have been encrypted and, if so, decryption keys have
to be requested from the responsible party to decrypt the contents of the vote. Likely,
in scenario 1 it would be BiZa, but could be the VPS or the client as well in other
scenarios, that are made responsible for keeping these keys. Finally the electronic
votes are handed over to the calling process (cf. Figure 4.100).
31 providing polling box
objective: Those that are in charge of tallying the votes, will be provided with the virtual
polling box in which all votes are registered.
demander: Itself, VPS.
input: n.a.
output: Virtual polling box.
description: Upon request, a copy of the virtual polling box is made and saved on the
requested for medium, after which it is send to the demander (cf. Figure 4.101).
32 providing (non-)participated voters
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Figure 4.101. Providing polling box

objective: Depending on the preferences of the client, a list may be compiled with voters
that have (or not) participated in that specific election.
demander: AM.
input: n.a.
output: List of voter that have (not) participated in the election.
description: Upon request, voter records within the voter database are searched and
determined, whether a particular voter has (not) voted, thereby drawing up a lists
of voters that have (not) participated in that election, which is then handed over (cf.
Figure 4.102).
33 providing user feedback
objective: User feedback that has been provided by voters during the election, is aggregated and delivered.
demander: EvM.
input: n.a.
output: Summary of user feedback.
description: Upon request, all gathered user feedback is fetched from the respective
database and aggregated to a desired level, which is then handed over (cf. Figure 4.103).
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Figure 4.103. Providing user feedback

34 providing demographic info
objective: Demographic information on voters that has been gathered during the election, is aggregated and delivered.
demander: EvM.
input: n.a.
output: Summary of demographic information.
description: Upon request, all gathered demographic data is fetched from the respective database and aggregated to a desired level, which is then handed over (cf.
Figure 4.104).
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Figure 4.104. Providing demographic info
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35 providing performance report
As the service is similar to that of the SM, the reader is referred to paragraph 4.4.8-5 .
36 providing operations adjustment
Idem ditto, cf. paragraph 4.4.8-6 .

4.4.13 Legal Affairs Domain
1 providing juridical check
objective: Documents of (legally) binding character, are being verified for their adherence to applicable laws.
demander: AM.
input: Offer draft or contract draft.
output: Legal advice on either offer draft or contract draft.
description: Upon request, the delivered documents are checked whether they are
compliant to applicable laws, whereafter a summary of necessary adaptations is
crafted (cf. Figure 4.105).
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Figure 4.105. Providing juridical check
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5

C O N C L U S I O N S A N D R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

In finally concluding the present Master Thesis, a short retrospective on the matter therein
is presented in the current chapter. Main observations and findings are summarized and
accompanied by some recommendations on how an e-voting project within the Federal
Government (and elsewhere) is likely to be more successful.
The major aspects of an alternative approach, namely the coherent governance model, are
shortly been highlighted, along with explaining by how far that concept contributes to
successfully setting up e-voting events. In the very last section, a brief overview recapitulates
on how the conceptual model relates to more concrete realization plans.

5.1 findings

1. dispersed responsibilities: Due to the inherent character of remote electronic
voting, several responsibilities within the Belgian federal administration are potentially touched upon when e-voting events are needed to be set up. On the one hand,
there is the responsibility of BiZa for organizing federal elections, and on the other
hand the responsibility of Fedict for e-government which affects e-voting as well.
Both have, irrespective of each other, sought for realizing e-voting projects in the past
few months. Starting point therein was either the demand for modernizing elections
or for further expanding a virtual administration.
2. initiatives: In the meanwhile however, the originally intended e-voting project at
Fedict has been suspended for mainly political reasons on the one hand, and for lack
of consent from the financial inspector on the other. Approval would only have been
given in merging the efforts of both administrations, which recently has been agreed
upon. A somewhat different project is therefore expected to be launched soon.
Closer examination of the original initiative turns out that not only political issues
impeded (and probably would have impeded) the success of a similar project, but
potentially also the mainly technical perspective that has been taken on by Fedict.
3. e-voting countries: Countries that have introduced e-voting, or which at least
have examined it, have been more closely investigated. Summarizing, it may be
concluded that there is yet no universal trend towards e-voting. Some countries
have abandoned similar projects due to issues that potentially may violate well-set
democratic principles, whereas others have conducted far-reaching studies, pilot
projects or even nationwide e-enabled elections. In most cases efforts had to be
invested to adapt legislation or to create technical prerequisites.
Basically, the e-government strategies of the studied countries not necessarily include
e-voting, nor does e-voting presuppose a sophisticated e-government environment.
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4. coherent governance required: The Master Thesis reveals that setting up
e-voting events implies a vast amount of issues that all have their implications for the
ultimate success. Merely focussing on the technical enabling of e-voting is perceived
as insufficient and narrow-minded, but should nevertheless not be neglected.
Beforehand however, one should take regard on the total set of decisions, activities
and processes that largely determine and contribute to the ultimate success as well.
As argued, it must be ensured that the entirety of these aspects are governed in
coherence.
The responsibility for providing e-voting is circumscribed by the E-Voting Domain
(EVD), the corresponding unit of governance. Its potential context is examined to
identify stakeholders and other phenomena that are likely to determine or influence
the EVD in its functioning. Only then these can be anticipated for and meaningful
propositions may be derived that in the end are offered to that context.
The EVD is perceived as a set of internal service suppliers which, by offering services
to and receiving from each other or external service partners, realize an overall proposition. Every domain is itself responsible for delivering and organizing a particular
service. Services are suitably decomposed and subcontracted to adequate service
suppliers within unambiguously defined agreements.
As such, each client (external as well as internal) has the responsibility to clearly state
its request. In demanding a service at an external supplier that issue seems to be
evident, whereas internal suppliers often are confronted with indistinct demands.
Every domain owner sees to it that its own execution processes and its subcontractors
are properly orchestrated, leading to the eventual realization of a particular service.
In an outlook on subsequent steps, it has been made plausible on how the process
description is to be implemented.

5.2 recommendations
Based on the findings that have been drawn from the elaboration throughout the thesis,
some recommendations are given overcoming some of the previously identified problems:
1. be aware of responsibilities: Anyone, not only the Belgian Federal Government, that intends to initiate similar e-voting projects, is first of all advised to examine
the responsibilities that are in some way affected. If only one responsibility is involved,
that very instance is to be charged with appointing a suitable domain owner, who
may organize his domain according to the method presented in this thesis.
If more responsibilities are affected, cooperation should be facilitated and clearly
defined in agreements. These parties however should commit themselves to the jointly
goal and have trust in the win-win situation. Better though, a mutually agreed upon
domain owner is appointed who is granted the autonomy to set up and organize the
EVD, within rules that would possibly be imposed.
Also, it is made plausible that the responsibility for defining success criteria upon
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which an e-voting event is to be judged, needs to be defined and delegated to suitable
stakeholders. At least it has to be clear who decides on the success and who is to be
made accountable if criteria are not met.
2. thoroughly analyse context: One of the first steps in carrying out similar
projects, should always be a careful examination of the respective context. Potential
stakeholders and other phenomena should be revealed, along with what they might
contribute to the realization of an e-voting event or how they might influence it.
3. anticipate impediments: In having analysed the context, one should be aware
of possible impediments and should find ways to anticipate them.
Due to the inherent political nature of e-voting, if initiated from out the government,
it may be necessary to seek for broad political support. Likewise, it is perceivable to
involve regional or community administrations, or to engage the public opinion to
generate support via the electorate.
Voters, the ultimate users of an e-voting solution, should be involved in premature
stages of any project. Representative user groups may be selected to have say in the
establishing of requirements, probably leading to higher success rates in the later
application of the e-voting solution.
4. coherently govern: Setting up e-voting events involves a vast range of responsibilities and activities, that have in some way to be organized for. Using the presented
concept, it is possible to circumscribe these responsibilities, to reveal mutual dependencies and to take care of the entirety of issues that are involved, taking hold of them
in one coherent governance model.
5. release: Naturally, the span of complexity of any domain owner is limited in
scope, making it necessary to decompose highly aggregated responsibilities into
subsequently smaller ones. Delegating parts of an overall responsibility however,
is perceived as an integral aspect of the given governance model. As long as input
and output are clearly specified, the way these responsibilities are executed does not
matter for the service consumer.
The domain owner should therefore back from the perception that everything is
controllable and only try to govern what is within his scope.

5.3 outlook
Certainly, the given model is in its kind not more than a concept, but nonetheless provides
a guiding description with which more concrete projects could establish a coherent governance model. Though in facing more concrete plans, the suggested set of services is likely
to be adapted or even extended, as real stakeholders within the respective context will
utter their necessities.
In appointing a responsible domain owner for the EVD, it is his obligation to organize his
domain, possibly following the same way of reasoning as presented in the Master Thesis.
However, depending on the concrete context, assumptions and choices will turn out to be
different, eventually leading to a different view on how to organize e-voting events.
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Nevertheless, in all cases the following steps are carried out, up to the level of detail that
fits within the objective of the respective e-voting project:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Pose the existence of the EVD and appoint a suitable domain owner.
Identify the context from which the EVD derives its reason for existence.
Define the set of propositions the EVD is willing to supply.
Choose and contract subcontractors to realize the propositions.
Specify the underlying processes that organize its realization.
Implement and run the business.

A

G R A P H I C A L N O TAT I O N

Figure A.1, summarizes the graphical notation as it is used throughout the report. Basically,
the notation is based on the ArchiMate enterprise architecture language which provides
for a methodology of creating integrated views of business, application and technical
infrastructure layer as well as underlying design rationales.
Service

Realisation

Object

Actor

Use
Event
Business domain

Triggering
Process

Access

Activity

Junction (AND or OR)

Figure A.1. Graphical notation used in the conceptual design

The ArchiMate notation, has on its turn been taken over from standards such as UML! or
similar architecture tools, and distinguishes between behaviour, information and structure
concepts and relations in between. For the scope of the present report, only part of these
concepts have been adopted, mainly sticking to the business layer.
For more information on the ArchiMate methodology, the reader is referred to e.g. [25] and
resources linked therein.
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